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Experimental aerodynamic investigations were conducted during
 
March 1971 at the NASA-Marshall Space Flight Center 14 x 14 inch
 
Trisonic Wind Tunnel on a 0.003366 scale North American Space Shuttle
 
Orbiter mated to a S-IC Booster. Six component static stability force
 
data were recorded over a Mach number range from 0.60 to 2!.0 ot 8nglec
 
°
of attack from -80 to +80 at zero degrees sideslip arid from - to +80 
sideslip angle at zero degrees angle of attack. Test Reynolds numbcr 
varied from 6.9 x 106 to 8.5 x 106 per unit length. Primary test em­
phasis was on determining the aerodynamic effects of several size­
spoilers and vortex generators.
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Experimental aerodynamic investigations were conducted during
 
March 1971 at the NASA-Marshall Space Flight Center 14 x 14 inch 
Trisonic Wind Tunnel on a 0;003366 scale North American Space Shuttle 
Orbiter mated to a S-IC Booster. Six component static stability force 
data were recorded over a Mach number range from 0.60 to 2.0 at angles 
of attack from -80 to +80 at zero degrees sideslip and from -20 to +80 
sideslip angle at zero degrees angle of attack. Test Reynolds number 
varied from 6.9 x 106 to 8.5 x 10 per unit length.' Primary test em­
phasis was on determining the aerodynamic effects of several size spoilers 




. J. Positive diLections of force coefficients
 




2. For clarity, origins of wind and stability
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Figure. 1. Axis systems. showing direction and sense of force and 
moment coefficients, angle of attack, and sideslip angle 
SADSAC NOMENCLATURE 
COEFFICIENT COEFFICIENT NAME 
BODY AXIS STABILITY AXIS WIND AXIS 
CA Total Axial Force CA 
CAB Base Axial Force CAB -
CAF Forebody Axial Force CAF 
CD Total Drag-Force CD CDTOTL 
CDB Base Drag Force CDB CDBASE 
CDF Forebody Drag Force CDF CDFORE 
CL Lift Force CL CL 
CN Normal Force CN 
Cy Side Force CY CY CC 
C1 Rolling Moment CBI CSL CWL 
Cm Pitching Moment CLd CLM CPM 
Cn Yawing. Moment CYN CLN CLN 
L/D Lift-To-Drag Force Ratio L/D CL/CD 
L/D Lift-To-Forebody Drag Force Ratio L/DF' CL/CDF 
N/A Normal-To-Axial Force Ratio . N/A 
N/A Normal-To-Forebody Axial Force Ratio CNi CAF 




Table II indicates the exact configurations investigated and their
 
nomenclature. It is followed in this section by descriptive forms that
 
contain pertinent dimensional information for each model component tested.
 
Sketches and model photographs are included immediately preceding the
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The Marshall Space Flight Center 14" x 14" Trisonic Wind Tunnel is an
 
intermittent blowdown tunnel which operates by. high pressure air flowing 
from storage to either vacuum or atmospheric conditions. A Mach number 
range from .2 to 5.85 is covered by utilizing two interchangeable test 
sections. The transonic section permits testing at Mach 0.20 through
 
2.50, and the supersonic section permits testing at Mach 2.74 through
 
5.85. Mach numbers between .2 and .9 are obtained by using a control­
lable diffuser. The range from .95 to 1.3 is achieved through the use of 
plenum suction and perforated walls. Mach numbers of 1.4i, 1.93 and 2.50 
are produced by interchangeable sets of fixed contour nozzle blocks. Above 
Mach 2.50 a'set of fixed contour nozzle blocks is tilted and translated 
automatically to produce any desired Mach number in .25 increments. 
Air is supplied to a 6000 cubic foot storage tank at approximately -40F
 
dew point and 500 psi. The compressor is a three-stage reciprocating unit
 
driven by a 1500 hp motor.
 
The tunnel flow is established and controlled with a servo-actuated gate
 
valve. The controlled air flows through the valve diffuser into the stilling
 
chamber and heat exchanger where the air temperature can be controlled from 
ambient to approximately 180 0 P. The air then passes through the test section 
which contains the nozzle blocks and test region.
 
Downstream of the test section is a hydraulically controlled pitch sector
 
that provides a total angle of attack range of 200 (tlOo). Sting offsets
 






Table I presents the range of test variables at which data were recorded
 
and gives some- estimate of the data accuracy.
 
Trip strips used in the test were #120 grit, 0.06 inch wide located at 10%
 
chord aft of the leading edge on all aerodynamic surfaces (see Figure 2).
 
The nose of the orbiter has a trip strip 0.10 inch wide with #120 grit 
'located 1/2 inch aft of the nose tip. 
The model was sting mounted in the tunnel as depicted in Figure 8. Pitch
 
runs were made with the model upright while sideslip runs were made in the
 
tunnel pitch plane with the sting and model rolled 900.
 
Base pressures were measured in three locations as shown in Figure 24.
 
The orbiter was attached to-the booster with an orbiter sting. The orbiter
 
was positioned at an incidence setting of +10 by pivoting the orbiter about
 
a pin 1.897 inches ahead of the orbiter base.
 
The cradle was cast as an integral part of the orbiter. The gap between
 











































NF 175 lbs. 
- SF 150 
AF 100 ......185m 1s
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Six component aerodynamic force and moment data were recorded using an 
internal strain gage balance. Base pressure and balance cavity pressures 
were also recorded and were utilized to correct the axial force measured 
reading to a condition corresponding to freestream pressure acting at the 
base and cavity regions-. (CAF = CA - (CAB +. GAG)). Both corrected and 
uncorrected values of axial fortee coefficient have beer! presented herein. 
The force and moment data were reduced to coefficient form using the follow­
ing reference values: 
9R!" F = S-IC booster body maximuHn X -sectional a rea = 1. 396 in. 
IR 4;1-F bre - S-IC base diameter = 1.333 in. 
ref , 
A1; -- Booster base areas = 1.408 in Z (S-IC fins on) 
= 1.039 in Z (S-IC fins off) 
ACAV Booster balance cavity area in 1. 131 in? 
Th, it coeficierils input to SAJ)SAC were CLM, CN, CAF, CAB, CPC, CY. 
CYN, C111, CI C]u. SAPSAC generated the following'data from that input: 
(CIM/cN JongjludinaL CP/D 
CYN/CY - lak! ral CP/D 
C1,/C Y rotational CP/D 
CA auicorrected axial force coefficient 
C IM/4 CN local slope of CLM/CN vs e­
,)CGN/V'C¥Y local slope of CYN/CY vsA
 
Cy /@ = local slope of CY vsA
 




CBI/ = local slope of CBL vs 
ACN increment of normal force coefficient due to fins or 
flow devices. 
£1CLM = increment of pitching moment *coefficientdue to 
fins or flow devices. 
ACA = incremental axial force coefficient due to fins or 
flow devices. 
A CAF = incremental forebody axial force coefficient due to 
fins or flow devices. 
ACY = incremental side force coefficient due to fins or flow 
devices. 
t CYN = incremental yawing moment due to fins or flow devices. 
CIL = incremental rolling moment due to fins 'or flow devices. 
ACYb' = derivative of incremental side force coefficient. 
A CYNS = derivative of incremental yawing moment coefficient. 
A CBL; = derivative of incremental rolling moment coefficient.. 
t CYN/A A CY = derivative of incremental lateral CP/D. 
ACLM/A CN = derivative of incremental longitudinal CP/D. 
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1 MSFC Test 485, S-IC/NAR HCR 
Orbiter - Longitudinal 
Stability 
A, B, C, D, E Alpha, Mach 1-196 
2 MSFC Test 485, S-I/NAR HCR 
Orbiter - Lateral-Directional 
Stability 
F Beta, Mach 197-221 
3 MSFC Test 485, S-IC/NAR HCR 
Orbiter - Fin Load, Longitu­
dinal Stability 
G, H, I, J Alpha, Mach 222-312 
4 MSFC 'Test 485, S-IC/NAR HCR 
Orbiter - Fin Load, Lateral-
Directional Stability 
K, L, M Beta, Mach 313-334 
5 MSFC Test 485, S-IC/NAR HCR 
Otbiter - Changes Due to 
Devices, Longitudinal Stability 
H, 
N 




6 MSFC Test 485, S-IC/NAR HCR 
Orbiter -. Changes Due to 
Devices, Lateral-Directional 
,Stability 
G, L Beta 389.404 




A: CN, CIM, CA, OAF, D(CPD) vs. ALPHA 
B: CN vs. CIM 
C: C.AILFO, CIMAFO, CAALFO, CAFAFO, C0MC1O vs. MACH 
D: D(CPD) vs. MACH 
E: CN, CIM vs. MACH 
F: CY, CYR, CBL, CAF, D(CYD) vs. BETA 
G: DCY, DCYN, DCBL, DCYD, DCRD vs. MACH 
H: DCN, DCLM,' DCA, DOAF, D(CPD) vs. ALPHA m 
I: DON vs. DCIM 
J: DCN(ALF0), DCIM(ALFO=O), DC4(CN=0) vs. MACH 
K: DCY, DdlN, DCBL, DCA, DCAF, DYD vs. BETA 
L: DCY vs. DCY; DCY vs. DCBL 
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PHOIOGWH OF M4DEL. INSTALLED IN tMSFCfll 14x14 INCH WIND TUNNEL (3/4 REAR VIEW) 
FIQURE 10. 0,003366 SCALE S-IC/NAR IICR ORBITER MODEL 
DRAWING NOT TO SCALE 
"333VA.-4 t 
t$l-es 
FIGURE iIt1 S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER WVITH SPOILERS, 0.003366 SCALE IODEIL 
DRAWING NOT TO SCALE
 
ORITER WITH VORTEX DEVICE, 0.003366 SCALE MODELFIGURE 12. S-IC/NAR NCR 
DRAWIUG NOT TO SCALE 













FIGURE. 13. MR 11CR ORBITER BODY \vuni CRADLt3 
1.66 
10 @ .1 = 1.35 
.063 







17 7 spaces@ .1s = 1.05 
.063nT DIA HOLE 
1.20 
.20 
FIGURE 14. LARGE 
SPOILER - S1 
1.18 
.10 6 spaces 
@ -.15 =.90 
.30. .15". 
- .063 
" .®-(94. ' :.tv(. 
.063 DIA HOLE 
FIGURE 15;"SMALLSLETYP " 
FIGURE'15.- SUAtLL SPOILER - S2 
.37S .105 (REF) 
Sl .063 (REP) 
.300 
-R FWCP (REF) 
I1ESE HOLES WERE 
ALIGNED ON ASSEMBLY 
.063.4 
(REP).(REF) - S 









FIGUR 170AGEVRE DVC 
60O .50 
54 ± .01 
.10 
0 45 ;01 
.36 065 DIA :120 
lOV 
.32±.01 .83 ± .01 














FIGURE -19. MLV CONE FRUSTUI CYLINDER FORPEBDY - G 
0 













































































FIGURE 22. 884 SQ. Fr. S-IC FIN 
STING 4.35 
(REP) 4 












FIGURE 23. 884 SQ. FT. S-IC 270 FIN. CONFIGURATION 
BASE TAP CAVITY PRESSURE TAP 
2 PLACES -I PLACE 
BALANCE SHIELD STING 
FIGURE 24. BASE PRESSURE TAP LOCATIONS 
MODEL COMPONT4T DESCRIPTIONS 
i11 
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - (0) - ORBITER + CRADLE (See Figure 13) 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 0.003366 SCALE MODEL OF NAR HCR ORBI-TER. 'BODY INCLUDES
 
A CANOPY ON THE UPPER SURFACE AFT OF THE NOSE-ANDWING (SEE WING SHEET)'AND
 
VERTICAL FIN (SEt FIN SHEET)
 
DRAWING NUMBER: _ 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
 




Max. Width 40.59 1.640
 
Max. Depth 24.00 0,70
 





































Diehedra1 Angle, degrees 





W'nq Sta. 239 

Wing Sta. 542 





0.25 Element Line 
Chords: 
Root (Wing Sta. 0.0) in. 
Tip, (equivalent) in. 
'MAC in. 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC in. 
W.P. of .25 MAC in. 













Fus. ta. of .25 MAC in. 

W.P. of .25 MAC in. 

B,-L. of .25 MAC in. 

LEADING EDGE CUFF DATA 

Area (out'bd of fus IL) FT2 































































































































MODEL COMPONENT: :VECT TABILIZEV-

GENERAL DESCI{IPTION: CENTERLINE VERTICAL- I IZER.WITL 5_LALANGLE)_
 
_ _ _.4f TPATITr FnrGp 
-










P anform 718.448 -9 008J-4-_ 
Wetted 
__. . .. 























Trailing Edge 15.734 15,34
 




Root (Wing Sta. 0.0) in. .- 405.82 
_.366 
Tip, (equivalent) in. 126-.26 0,425 
MAC in. 290.84 0,979 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC in. 2113.78 7.115
 
W.P. of :25 AC in. 445.33 1,499 
B.L. of .25 MAC in. 0 0
Airfoil Section , Wedge Shape with
 
LER & Flat Ty-E'-






















Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
 
W.P. of .25 MAC
 




MODEL COMPONENT: SPOILER (SI) (See Figure 14)
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: LARGE PERFORATEDPLATE SPOILER
 
DRAWING NUMBER: SK5g444-0O04 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE .MODEL SCALE 
Area (Front Plan) E O.5Ll TN2 
Span (equivalent) 
Inb'd equivalent chord Loc in 
Outb'd equivalent chord Loc in 
Ratio movable surface chord/ 
total surface chord 






At Outb'd equiv. chord .-
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge (Parallel to) 
Tailing Edge 
600 600 
Location Ahead of Wing L.E. 
Area Moment (Nonnal to hinge line) 
89.1 IN 0.300 IN 
MODEL COMPONENT: SPOILER (S) (See Figure. 15) 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: SMALL PERFORATED PLATE SPOILER 
DRAWING NUMBER: SK5-9434-004 
DIMENSIONS: 
Area (Front Plan) 
Span (equivalent) 
Inb'd equivalent chord Loc in 
Outb'd equivalent chord Loc in 
Ratio movable surface chord/ 
total surface chord 
At Inb'd equiv. chord 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge (Parallel to) 
Tailing Edge 
Location Ahead of Wing L.E. 















MODEL COMPONENT: SPdILER (S3) (See Figure 16)
 




DRAWING NUMBER: SK5 9434-005 (REF. ONLY)
 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
 
2




Inb'd equivalent chord Loc in 315.51' 1.062
 
-Outb'd e pivalent chord Loc in 544.27 1.832 
Ratio movable surface chord/ 
total surface chord 
At Inb'd equiv. chord 
. At Outb'd equiv. chord 
-Sweep Back Angles, degrees
 




Locat-bn Ahead of Wing L.E. 107.84 0.363
 




MODEL CO-W' ONLIN1. VORTEX GENERATOR VDp _ .(See Figure 17)
 
GENLRAL [LSCRIPTION:_ LARGE REVERSE SWEEP TRIANGULAR PLANFORM SuRFACF'
 
DPUIING NUMBER: SK5-9434-003 &90]. 







Rate of Taper 
Taper Ratio 
Diehedral Angle, degrees 
Incidence Angle, degrees 
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees 
Toe-In 'Angle 
Cant Angle 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 
Trailing Edge 





















Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 
W.P. of .25 MAC 




















Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 
W.P. of .25 MAC 
B.L. of .25 MAC 
_ 
51 
MODEL COMPONENT: VORTEX GENERATOR VD2 -(See Figure 18) 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: SMALL REVERSE SWEEP TRIANGULAR PLANFORM SURFACE 
DRAiING NUMBER: SK5-9434-003 & 001 


















Di'ehedral Angle, degrees 0 0 
Incidence Angle, degrees 0 0 
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees 0 O 
Toe-ln Angle 0 
Cant Angle 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 









- Root (Wing Sta. 0.0) 0 0 
Tip, (equivalent) in. 160.4 0.54 
MAC 
_ 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 

W.P. of .25 MAC
 





Tip SED-DAT Flit Plate 
EXPOSED DATA (Modified Diamond) 
Area 53.05 FT2 0.0864 IN2
 


















W.P. of .25 MAC
 
B.L. of .25 MAC
 
52 
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - (G) - FOREBODY (SeeFigure 19) 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: MLV CONE FRUSTUM CYLINDER 
DRAWING NUMBER: SK5-9434-002 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length 1538.91 5.18 














MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - B (SeeFigure 1) 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: SATURN V/S-IC BOOSTER (0,003366 SCALE) 
'DRAWING NUMBER: GDC 383-4 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
126.25 5.101 in. (1) 
Length, ft. 130.28 5.264 in. (2) 
Max. Width, ft. 46.85 1.893 in. 
Max. Depth, ft. 46.85 1,893 in.-
Fineness Ratio 0,276 0,276 
Body.Dia. -33 ft. 1.333 ins 
Area 
Max. Cross-Sectional A57.14 2 1_396 IN2 
Planform 
Wetted ,, 
Base- 1332,38 FT2 2,170-IN 
2 
Cavity 694.43 FT2 1.131 IN
2 
Solid Base 637,94 FT2 1.039 IN2 
(1) To end of engine fairing. 
(2) To Station'0.0 
54 
MODEL COMPONENT: S-IC FIN (See Figure 22) -
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 884 SQ. FT., 440" SPAN 
DRAWING NUMBER: 
DIMENSIONS: 
Ar a (Front Plan) 
Sp in(equivalent) 
Ini'd equivalent chord Loc in 
Outb'd equivalent chord Loc in 
Ratio movable surface chord/.




Sweep Back Angles, degrees-




















Area Moment (Normal to hinge line) 
Aspect Ratio 















SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
Ab base area; m
2 , ft2 , in2 
a speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec 
AR ASPECT aspect ratio, b2/S 
b REFB wing span or reference span; m, ft, in 
c wing chord; m, ft, in 
c wing mean aerodynamic chord or reference 
chord; m, ft, in (seearef or refl) 
c.g.
I center of gravity 
C. P. center of pressure 
CA CA axial force coefficient, FA/qSref 
CA CAB base axial force coefficient, [ (p,, -Pb) /q ] 
b (Ab/Sred 
CA CAF forebody axial force coefficient, CA - CAb 
CD CDTOTL drag force coefficient in the wind axis 


























drag force coefficient in the stability axis
systeib, F'/q Sref 
lift force coefficient (stability or wind axis) 
FL/cl Sref 
rolling moment coefficient in body axis 
system, M/q Sref b 
rolling moment coefficient in the stability 
axis system, Mx, a/q Sref b 
rolling moment coefficient in the wind axis 
system, Mx, w/q Sref b 
pitching moment coefficient in the body axis 
system, M/4 Sref A ref 
pitching moment coefficient in the stability
axis system, C = C 
pitching moment coefficient in the wind axis 
M- /q S isyst, y,w ref ref 
normal force coefficient in the body axis 
system, FN/q Sref 
NOMENCLATURE (continued) 
SADSAC 
SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
n CYN yawing moment coefficient in the body axis 
system, Mz/q Sref b 
C 
U. 
CLN yawing moment coefficient in the stability
axis system, C = C 
on 
n,w 
CLN yawing moment coefficient in the wind axis 
system, M /zqSref b 
o CP pressure coefficient, (p-pm) /q 
P 
C CY side force coefficient (body or stability axis 
Yy system), F/q Sref 
C 
c 
CC side force coefficient (wind axis system),F/q Sref 
FA axial force; N, lb 
FD drag force in wind axis system; N, lb 
F' drag force in the stability axis system; N, lb 
FL lift force (stability or wind axis system) ; N, lb 











L/D 	 L/D 
LID 	 CL/CD 
M 	 MACH 









side force; N, lb 
normal to axial force, ratio 
reference length; 	m, it, in (see c) 
lift-to-drag ratio, CL/CD (stability axis 
system) 
lift-to-drag ratio, 	CL/CD (wind axis system) 
Mach number 
abbreviation for moment reference point 
abbreviation for moment reference point 
on x-axis 
abbreviation for moment reference point 
on y-axis 
abbreviation for moment reference point 
on z-axis 
rolling moment in the body axis system;N-m, ft-lb 














pitching moment in the body (or stability) 
axis system; N-m, ft-lb 
pitching moment in the wind axis system;­N-m, ft-lb 
M 
z 
yawing moment in the body axis system; N-m, ft-lb 
M 
~w 











static pressure; N/m 2 ; psi 
total pressure; N/m 2 ; psi 
dynamic pressure; N/m 2 , psi, psf 
Reynold's number per unit length; million/ft. 
wing area; m 2 , ft2 
reference area; m 2 , ft2 
T 
V 
temperature; 0K, 'C, 0R, 'F 








iT tail incidence positive when trailing edge 
V 
down, deg 
velocity of vehicle relative to surrounding 
atmosphere; m/sec, ft/sec 
a ALPHA angle of attack, angle between the projection 
of the wind Xw-axis on the body X, Z-plane 
and the body X-axis; deg 
V 
* BETA sideslip angle, angle between the wind Xw-axis 
and the projection of this axis on the body 
X-Z-plane; deg 
ratio of specific heats 







control surface deflection angle; deg 
positive deflections are: 
aileron - left aileron trailing edge down 
elevator - trailing edge down 
rudder - trailng edge to the left 
flap - trailing edge down 
tab - trailing edge down with respect 
to control surface 







G pitch angle, angle of rotation about the body 
Y-axis, positive when the positive Z-axis is 
rotated toward the positive X-axis; deg 
PHI roll angle, angle of rotation about the body X­
axis, positive when the positive Y-axis is 
rotated toward the positive Z-axis; deg 
PSI yaw angle, angle of rotation about the body 
Z-axis, positive when the positive X-axis is 

























elevator or elevon 
flap 
rudder or ruddervator 
stability axis system 
tail, or total conditions 








GN DCN Increment of normal force coefficient due to 
component addition 6CN = (CNwith - CNwithout) 
INCA DCA Increment of axial force coefficient due to component 
addition & CA = (CAwith - CAwithout ) 
AeCAF DCAF Increment of forebody axial force coefficient due to 
component addition; &Cm =(Cmwith - C mwithout ) 
A CQ DCBL Increment of rolling moment coefficient due to corn-
I ponent addition; A C = (C with - C without) 
A C4 DCYN Increment of yawing moment coefficient due to com­
ponent addition;A Cn = (Cnwith - Cnwthout) 
Cm DCLM Increment of pitching moment coefficient due to com­
ponent addition; ACm = (Cmwith - Cmwithout ) 
eCy DCY Increment of side force coefficient due to component 
addition; A Cy = (Cywth - CYwthout 
D Body diameter 
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- --- __ -________ 
C-,// 




12 -10 a 6 2 a 0 a a 0 0 2 4 6 to1 1.2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACM PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.60, BETA 0.030 REFS 1.3960 SQ.IN. 
0.9BZ 
 REFL 13330 1,
• o 4REFB 1:3330 1 N 
.04XMRP 

- a 0370 in
 
1.197 ZMRF 0.0090 IN
 
Z. 1 949 DATA MIST. CODE *E C , 3
 
V485-MS7C-SlC NAR HCR ORBITER 
 00 CC30011) 06 MAY 71 PACE
 
____ 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 








. . .. .. .. . . . . . . .- 0..
. ... 

12 -10 - 6 - 4 - 2 a 0 0 0 2 4 6 10 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA- DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MAC" FARANETRZC VALUE& 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.807 BETA 0.030 	 REFS 1.3960 Sa.IN. 
0.902 	 REFL 1.3350 IN 
REFS 1.3330 IN 
1.004 	 XNRF - 0:037 IN 
z02 yRp .000 IN 
11J97 	 ZMR . 000 IN 
SCALE 0.00341.949 DATA MIST. CODE 4E 

M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER OB 	 C030011) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 2 















1.2 -so a 6 - 4 -2 o 0 a a 0 0 2 4 6 a !a 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. OEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRI: VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
V.6O? BETA 0.030 REFS 1.5960 SQ.Im. 








.. 02 YHRP a .J nv IN 
Z ' 
R 
F 0 oa IN 
11o197 
1.949 - DATA MIST. CCV *E SAE 003 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER OB (C30011) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 
 3 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 













12 -10 - -6 -4 -2 a 0 a a 0 0 2 4 6 8 ±a 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MAC" PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0_697 BETA 0.030 "REFS 1.3960 so.1m. 
a REFL 1.3330 IN 
REFC 1.3330 IN
 9.04 







1.949 DATA MIST. CODE .E 
jM85-lvSFC-S1C NAR HCR-RBITER 0B CC30011) O MAY 71 PAGE 4
 



















0.5 , X_0_ 
-a -o - -s 4 -2 a 0 0 a 0 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 
-ANGLE 
 OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARANETRI, VALUES REFERENCE INFORMTION 









r.197 ZHRF 0,000 IN
 
SCALE 00034
1.949 DATA MIST. CODE *E 

M485-MSFC-S1C NAR HCR ORBITER OB CC30011) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 5
 
__ 





(-3F 0 -0 
-7 
'30 20 20 is la 5 a a 0 a 0 0 -5 -10 -15 "-20 -P.5 -3a 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
SYHBOLI MACH FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 607 BETA 0.030 REFS 1.3960 So.I N. 
0.EFL 1:3339 IN
 0 REFS 1 3' IN
 
1.102 yMRr DODO IN 
1 1 9 7 
 S C A L E 0 .0 0 3 4 I
 
SAE 00
1-949 DA TA HIST- CODE *E 
M485-MSFC-SlC NAR HCR ORBITER OB CC30011) 06 MAY -71 PAGE 6 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 
IJ It I' 









ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATFON 
a 607 BETA 0.930 REFS 1 5960 SQ*ZN.
0:904 REFL 1.3330 . IN 
REFS 1 .533z IN 
XMRP 0 .Uz7v INI.!0016 
1 .106 0 0 YRp IN 
55 

DATA HIST. CODE A.G
*EALPH DE
 
V485-IMSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER OBF CC300213 '06 MAY 71 PAGE 7 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY 






- 12 -1 6 6 _ 4 ' - 2 0 0 a a 4 6 a 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
















D,.Booj 000 I" IN 
DATA MISTE CODE A.955 AE SCALE 0D0R34 
465-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER OBF CF00213 0A 71 PAGE NAY 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY 







ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYHBO HMC" PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .607 BETA 0.000 REFS 1,3960 $Q.LN. 
.94RCFL 1.3330 IN 
REFS 1 3330 IN 
1 0 0 6..l.. 
XMR PyHRP 




1.204 ZMRP 'j. 'Uv IN 
rN .955 DATA NIST. CODE *E SCALE 0.0034 
M485-jmSFC-*SlC TNAR HCR ORBITER OBF CC30021) 06 MAY 71 PAGE .9 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 
1.­










o 0.06__ __ __0 ° 
LiJ 
LL­
0.2 	 ___ 
-12 -10 -8 -6 4 2 0 a 0 0 0 a 2 4 6 8 10 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE.INFORHATION 
0.607 BETA 0.000 	 REFS 1.3960 SQ.IN. 
REFL 1.330 IN 
REFS .330 in 
0.904 

XMRP 0 03 To I ,1*006 

1.108 	 1 'RP a .ri, IN 






1.955 DATA HIST. 	 O 

M485--SFC-$IC NAR HCR ORBITER dBF CC30021D 06 MAY 71 PACE 10
 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 


















2 - -a -- 6 -4 -	 a a 0 0 2 4 6 a 10 la 
ANGLE (IF ATIACKo ALPHA, DEGREES
 
0..0-0_4	 SCAL
SfMBOL "ACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.607 BETA 0.000 	 REFS 1 3960 SO. IN. 
.904 
 R F S . D Z
1.3330 1 N 1.EF6
1. 6XMRP 	 - 00372 1 N 
1.108 	 ymRp v.Jool IN
 
20Z4 ZmRP U 000 IN
 
1.955 DATA HISTA CODE 4EF 	 A APADGE
 
M485-MSFC-S C NAR HCR ORBITER 0KF CC30021) 0 MAY 71 PAGE 1I
 
MSFC TEST 485. S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 
b J J~l 
a ' l b J l . 1 1 1 - - 11I 1 . 1 1l i l . I I I l l J = , , , . l , I I
 
z 




30 25 20 Is in $ a - 5 -in -15 a2 -25 -3 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM"
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAHETRIr VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a 607 BETA 0.000 REFS 1 3960 sQ.IN. 
0:90 4 REFL L.333Q IN 
REFS 1.'3330 IN 
.06XMRP 

- 0. 373 IN 
1.Y0 YRp 0:.0900 IN
 
1 204 
 ZR o00 I
 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER OBF (C30021) 06 MAY 71 PAGE .12 






-12 -10 . -- -6 -4 - Z a 0 2 " 4 - " 10 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
. 903 BETA 0,040 REFS i's 960 50,1N, 
1.o005 REFL 1 330 IN 
1:.a30 I , 





SC ALE 0:005 4
DATA MIST. CODE *E 

M485-MSFC-SlC NAP HCR ORBITER Ossi CC30031) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 13
 
MSFC TEST 485, 	S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 
25 	 ______ _-__ 




u 	 re 
-±0P 	 0 DODD I 
-S02 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4, -p 0 0, 0 2 4 6 a 10 1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S 0.903 BETA 0.040 REFS 1 3960 SO. IN. 
1.005 	 REFL 1:333D I N 
118REFS 1.3330 1IN-XRF 	 0037a 

ZMRP O.J000 I N 
SCAL E 0.0034DATA MIST. CODE *E 




MSFC TEST 485 S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 








. _20 -1 0 --8 - - 6 - 4 -- a 2 4 6 t o 10 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH FARAHETRIZ VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 90 BETA 0.040




REFL 1. 340 IN
1.190 






DATA MIST. CODE 
 * SCALE 0.0034
 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER OBSI (C30031) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 15
 








I I. I.. . 
O o2 -la -- 6 - 4 -- a 0a a 6 aD to 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

REFS 1 . 960 S . N .
 
REFLS 1 3330 

0 9 03 BETA 0 040 













ZHRp I .1.00V I 
SCALE 0.0034 DATA MIST. CODE E 
485-SFC-SC NAR HCR ORBITER BS1 [,C30031) 06 AY 71 PAGE 16
 
















. . . . . .
 
I .0 
12 -1D a- -6 - 4 -­2 0 0 a 2 4 6 8 la 1 

























DATA MIST. COVE *E 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER OBS1 CC30031]- 06 MAY 71 PAGE 17
 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 











30 25 20 15" 10 S5 0 a a 5 -10 -15 -20 -25 -30 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
SYMBOF mAcm PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.903 BETA 0.940 REFS I9 "so SQ.IN. 
'0D5 'EFL 1:N330 IN
 
IX REFB 1.3530 IN 
XMRp 0:.373 IN 
YMRP 0000 IN 
ZHRP j?.J0o IN 
BATA MIST. CODE *E SCALE 0.0034 
M485-MSFC-SIC NIAR HCR ORBITER OBSI rC300313 06 MAY 71 PAGE 18
 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY 







-lz -10 a 6 -4 - a a a 2 4 6 a 111 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL H t" FARAMETRII VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a 906 BETA 0.060 REFS 1.3960 SQ.Tm.0 4 REFL 13330 IN 
1 4REFS 1:3336 IN
:207? XNRP - .,037 IN 
YHRP 0.1000 IN 
ZHRF 0,juo0 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE *9CL 
 03
 
M485-MSFC-SlC NAR HCR ORBITER O8FSl "[C30041]1 06 MAY 71 PAGE 19 
______ 








 - 6 
 2 a a a 4a 6 0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA.' DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETR!C VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION'0.906 BETA 0.060 REFS 1 3960 $.IN. 
1o:004 
1,207 REFL 1:336, INREFS 1 3130 IN 
.HRP - va7i IN 
Y4Rp 0,90ou IN, 
ZMRP 0.0000 IN" 
DATA MIST. CODE *E SCALE 0.0034 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER 
 OB-SI (C30041] 06 MAY 71 PAGE 20
 
__ 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 
2 *I6 T 1iI I I I I Ity I Irr -rr rrr 	 rrrr rr-r­
2.4 
2.2 












-12 -10 -o -6 -4 -2 0 a 2 4 6 a in 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORHATION 
0.906 BETA 0.00 	 REFS 1.5960 SQ.IN. 
1. 	 T04 RErL 1.5330 IN 
REFB i.35f3 IN1.20? XRF - U.370 IN 
YHRF D0 0 IN 
SCALE 00004 
SCALE 0.0034
DATA HIST. CODE E 
M485-MSFC-SlC NAR HCR ORBITER OBFSI (C30041) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 21
 












all!2 -10 - 6 4 a 2 4 6o 
ANGLE OP ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREESI
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAHETRIC-VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.906 BETA 0.060 REFS 1.396U SQ.IN.
 
1o004 
 FEFL 1.3533 IN 
REFS 1."3330 IN 







DATA MIST. CODE *9CL D 
X485- 'SFC-S1C NAR LICR ORBITER QBFS1 [C30041) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 22
 
________ 













1 ' 1 0 - 6 4 - a 4 6 a i n 1 2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE I.NFORMATION 
•0 0.906 BETA 0.060 REFS 1.3460 SQeZN. 
o 1.9041.5 07EFB 
__5_ REFL 1.53330I ININ 
1.0 HRP - .037 IN 
YHRP ,Joao IN 
ZMRP 9.0000 TN 
DATA MIST. CODE *E SCALE 0.9034 
M485-MSFC-SlC NAR HCR ORBITER OB"_SI1 C30041] 06 MAY 71 PAGE 23 
______ 
______ _____ 
MSFC-TEST 485, S-ic/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 













3 25 20 15 la 5 0 0 0 0I -15 -20 -25 -3a 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM 
SYMBOL MAC" PAPAhETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0 6 BETA 0 .0 60 RE FS 1 960 So . Im. 
cXMR ':04 
.27REFS a _9 
REFL 
-




YMRF a-,00C IN 
ZMRP 6 vvv IN 
DATA 0151. CODE *E C OU3 
M485-SFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER OBFSl 
 CC30041) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 24 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY 










-6 -4 0 2 4 6 a 1a 
•ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMLTRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.901 BETA 0.040 REFS 1.3960 SO. IN. 
1 002 REFL 1:3330 N 
REFS 1.3330 IN 
IoOJXHRP - 0.037U IN 
y'Rp a c'00 IN 
ZMRF 0 rooo 
DATA MIST. COE *E SCALE 9.0014 IN 
,m485-MSFC-SlCNAR HCR ORBITER OBS2 CC30051) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 25 
________ 
MSFC TEST 485, 	S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 








-1, -10' -l - L8 4 -2 a a 0. 2 46 	 1 
ANGLE OF-ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALVES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.901 BETA 0.049 	 REFS 1o3960 so.IN, 






1.33 01 	 REFB
.Z	 XRP a ?3O70 IN 
• YHRP 0:J000 IN 
ZMRP 3.000 1 
SCALE 00034DATA MIST. CODE *E 
W485-MSFC-SlC NAk HCR ORBITER OBS2 CC30051) O6 MAY 71 PAGE 26 
MSFC TEST 485, S-lC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 










-1 -10 6 4 2 0 a 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 
•ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES-

SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.901 BETA 0.040 	 REFS 1.3960 SO.IN.
 




 a '.37E IN 
YHRP GUQv IN, 
ZHRF 0 . ODo,a 
SCALE 0.0034
DATA MIST. CODE *E 

M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER OBS2 [C30051) 06 MAY 71, PAGE 27 
_ _ _ 













___ _______ ___ ___ 




0.2 ** I , * , ____,___,. l ___,__,*__ll t 

12 -10 -o -6 4 -- a 0 2 4 10 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
SeRBOL MACH FARAHtTRLr VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATTON 
0.901 BETA 0.040 REFS 1.3960 Q.IN. 
REFL 1.3330 IN 
REFS 1.3330 IN122 

1.002 XHRP - 0.0371 IN 
yHF O.t.J0I IN 
ZNRP 0.c000 IN 
SCAE 0.0034,
ATA HIST. CODE E. 
M485-MSFC-S1C NAR HCR ORBITER OBS2 (C30051) 06 MAY 7j PAGE 28
 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 






zo 5.o 	 __ __"----_ 
0 . 
co) 5.5 	




U.0 -10 - 6 4 2 0 0 2 4 6 8 20 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL PACO FARAMETR'C VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
atgD SET k 0.040 REFS 1.396D SQ.IN. 








ZMRP V D000 IN
 
DATA MIST. CODE *E 
 SCAL C 0 U 34 
M485- SFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER OB32 CC30051) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 29
 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 
F - .... ..... L__ .... .. 
L-5 
30 25 20 15 10 5 .0 -5 -10 -15 -20 -25
 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
SYMBOL OACO PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATroN
 
0.901 BETA 4O.040 REFS 1.3960 SQ.IN.
 






yNRF 0.-00 17 
SZARF a.9000 IN 
DATA MIST. C E *E SAE 003 
im485-SFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER OBF2 CC300513 OG MAY 71 PAGE 30
 







-12 -10D a- -6 - 4 -2 0 a 2 4 6 a 11) 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
'SYMOL MACH FARAMETR:C VALUES REFERENCE INFO.RMATION 
0.9098 BETA 0.050 REFS 1,3960 50.IN* 
.05REFL 
 1,3 30 IN 
o23REFS 
 1.3330 IN 
.23XHRP 
- V{370 "IN 
YHRP 0 .0000 IN 
DATA HIST. CODE 1E Z RF a,0000 IN
_L_ $_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
M485-MSFC-S-IC NAR HCR ORBITER 'OBFS2 CC300613 OF, MAY 71 PAGE 31
 








-3 - - 6 4 -2 0 a a 2 4 6 8 IS 
ANGEE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH "PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.908 	 BETA 0.050 ...FS 1. .960 SO.IN. 
IO5REFt. 1 3330 IN9.DREFS 1o335, 1N 
1.203 XHRP U .0370 IN 
Y"RP 000 IN 
DATA HZST- COVE *E 	 ShE OD
 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER OBFS2 CC30061) 06 MAY 7-1 PAGE 32 
- -
MSFC TEST.485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 
2.4 
















-12 -10 -0 -- 06 4 --Z 0 0 0 2 4 6 8 ±0 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
STBOL 4MACH ARA$ETRTC VALUES 
-RErERENCE INORHtTION0 . 0 0 0R Ag

. 5REF E S 1.3 9 60 SO .I N. 
1.3330 IN 
"1.203 RE FS 1.3330 IN 
XNRP -- 0.0000 iN 
DATA NZ$7. CODE OE SCALE 0.0034 
M485-MSEC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER 
 C67S2 CC30061) OS MAY 71 PAGE 33
 
MSFC TEST 485, S-lCINAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
2.* 0 r1-1- -l--- r-w1- -r-t-1 -r-r r1-r -t-r r-r- -r-r- -r-r- -t--,- ,t, }-r 
.6	 I 









012 -10 a - 6 - 4 	 a 1 4 6 -10 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
3 Ha L C FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INrORMATION 
0.9fo BETA 0.050 REFS 1.3960 5Q.ZN.LI 1.0 	 REFL 1.3330 IN 




/HRP ODDO I N
 
DATA MIST. CODE *E - C E {; 04
 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR iCR ORBITER OBFS2 (C30061) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 34 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 




L, 4 .0 
C .5 
0.0 
012 -10 a -6 4 - 2 0 a 2 4 6 a 10 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA; DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.900 BETA 9.050 REFS 1.o960 So.I N. 




- 0.0370 1 NYMRP 0. Dvo I N 
ZHRP 1 l ogo 
DATA MIST. CODE *E 
 SCALE 0:0034
 
M485-MSFC-SlC NAR HCR ORBITER OBF32 CC300611 06 MAY 71 PAGE 35
 
































 BETA 0.050 EFERENCE INFORMATION 
1 O 5R REFS 1.3960 SQ.IM. 
E FL 1 .3 3 3 0 IN
REFS
1 .o 3 1 3330 
 IN
 
XM R P 0 : 0 ro I N 
YMRF 0.0090 IN 




DATA MIST. CODE *E

w-485-MSFC-SC NAR HCR ORBITER 
 MBFz;2 CC300613 OG, MAY 71 PAGE 36 




.1 .r .r t- cr ­
.rr .r .- r
.i .r
t .rJ-r.'----.r~ ..-r-'-







lz -10 - 6 6 - 4 - 2 a a 4 6 8 a 10 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETR:C VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0-905 BETA 0.060 REFS 1.396V So. IN. 
1.003 REFL 1o3339 1N 
-REFS 1:333 I N
 
AV .202 XMR 0 I N P. n570 
ZRP 0.0000 1I 
DATA MIST. CODE *E SCALE 0:0034
 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER OB¢DI LC30071). 06 MAY 71 PAGE 37
 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 









22 -10 -. 0 -- 6 --4 -2 a a a 2 4 6 a 10 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.906 	 BETA 0.060 REFS 1 396D $0.,1N. 
D,03 REFS 1.3330 INREFL . 1:33,0 IN 
1. 	 XHRp a037V IN
 
ZMRF n ' 300 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE *E SCALE 0:00 34
 
M1485-MSFC-SlC NAR HCR ORBITER OBVD1 rC300713 O06 MAY 71, PAGE 38
 







$a -10 a 4 - 0 	 2 4 -6 a IS 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA-. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S 0.905 BETA 0.060 REFS 1.3960 .SQ.IN. 
1.003 	 RerL 1.3,30 IN
 
1Z 
 REFS 1.5330 	 1IN
 
AV 122-XMRF - 0.0?79 IN 
YHRP V.Jouo IN 
.j000 IN
 





V485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER OB oI (C30071) 0,6 MAY 71 PAGE 39
 













0. -0 2 4 6 a 10 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMOOL MACH PARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.90s SETA 0.060 "REFS 1.3960 S0.1". 
1 .003 REFL 1: 333 IN 





YMRPZ0RP a U900.000 IN:N 
DATA HIST. CRE SCALE 3E.X0034 
M485-MSFC-SlC NAR HCR ORBITER O8vQl (C30071] 06 MAY ?I PAGE 40
 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 























ANALEHF7M415-MSFC-SI NAR HCR ORBITEF 
- _____________ 
0 5_FCSCNA C ORIE 
ATTACK 
OVl{307I0 







HSFC-TEST 485, 3-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 







'25 20 15 la 0 0 - 5 -10 -15 -20 -25 -30 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
•S MBOL MACH FARAHETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.905 	 BETA 0.060 REFS 1 3960 ,SG.IN.
 
REFL 1 3330 IN
 
1 0 05 
 REFB I a330 IN
2.ZDZ 
 XUR- -0370 IN
 
•YMRF 0 jO0 IN
 
SCALE 0.0034
DATA MIST. CODE *E 

42
Y485-MSFC-SC NAR HCR ORBITER OBVDI 	 06 MAY 71, PAGE_C30071) 








z MAC V SRM 
SYBO H___ __A__T__VALER__R_____HAI
 
z ___T_0_0 ES ;96 .N 
lIl j 
________ ___N _ Z ______LANGL OFATAC, LHA DGRE
 
oDaTA H____o_______ 
__ S__ LE __________ __4_ 
U45MF-l A C RIE BVI[30] 6MY7 AE 4
 
ZR .,oo. 
-SIC O ' MA PAG
M48 -MSFC8 HC ORIE -A D L001 0 6 71 4 
MSFC TEST 485, S-LC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 30 ,rr rr rr--T r-r--lr-- j--r-r r-r-r -rr -rrr -r-,--1- -1----r -r-T r-rr - r­f 












ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.907 BETA 0.040 	 REFS 1.3960 So.IN. 




.202. 	 XMRP - 0.037 IN 
YNRP 0.rJ00 IN
 
ZMRF 0.I"JO IN 
SCALE 3.0034
 
DATA MIST. E *z 
Mv85-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER OBFVD1 CC30081) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 44
 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 







Liiz ,._"-----_ _- _, ._ ___ 
u 
w 1. 







12 10 a -6 4 2 0 0 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.907 BETA 0.040 - REFS 1,3960 SQ.IN. 
1:006 REF 1.3330 IN
 
S 1.202 
 REFS 1.3330 IN
 XRf - 0.037- IN 
YHRF 0 jgoO I j
ZMRP 0 n N 
SCALE 0.0034DATA MIST. CODE *E 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER OBFVD1 CC30081) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 45
 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY 
U 




0.4 ___ ______ 
S 0 17 SCA 000RF .90 S.N 
. 00 R L 1330 I 
l 1.00REFS 1:3330 IN 
1.202 ,XMRP - 0.0370 IN 
YMRF a ivou IN 
ZMRP a 0000 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE *E SCALE 0.0034 
M485-MSFC-SlC NAR HCR ORBITER OBTVD! [C30081) 08 MAY 71 PAGE 46 











c 4.5 	 , 
z
 
3.0 -10 a 6 4 -2 a 	 2 6 a 10 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACO FARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERFNCE INFORMATION
 
0.907 	 BETA 0.040 REFS 1 3960 SQ.IN. 
006 'EFL 1:333 , IN 
REFS 1 .3 3 IN 
1 XMRP - 0, ,'l IN 
yMRP r,0990 IN 
/MR 0.U000 IN
 
DATA MIST. CODE *E 
 SCALE 0.003 4
 
M485-MS 7C-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER OB-'VOI CC30081) OG MAY 71 PAGE 47 













30 25 20 15 10 5 D a a -in -15 -20 -25 -30 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
SYMBOL HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.907 BETA 0.04D 	 REFS 1 3960 SGoIM."
 
1006 	 REFL 1:331 IN 
REFS 1 .3350 IN 
1. 	2XHRP - .0370 IN
 
YHRP 0 )000 IN
 
ZHaP r. 00 IN 
M485-MSFC-SlrC NAR HCR ORBITER OBFVD1 (C30081) " 06 MAY 71 PAGE 48 












-:81 -in -- 8 - - 4 -2 0 0 a z 4 6 a 1 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAHETRI< VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATICN 
0.906 BETA 0.D40 REFS 1.3960 sa.rN, 
1.003 REFL 1 3330 IN 
REFS 1:3330 "IN
 
0 1.zas XHRF - 0.0370 IN
 
YHRP U.'000 IN 
ZXRP r, J000 in 
SCALE 0034DATA 016r. C E *E 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER OBV,'2 CC300913 06 MAY 71 PAGE- 49
 
MSFC TEST.485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 






a a 2 4 6 8 10 12

-ID -8 6 4 a 

ANGLE OF ATTACK,'ALPHA, .DEGREES
 
REFERENCE IFORATION
 SYBOL ACH PARAETRrcVALUES 
REFS 1 .3960 $0.10. 
.96 BETA .40 







REFS 1,3 3 0 1 NX R P - u. 373 IN 




DATA IST. COE 
























- 4 4 12-12 -0 a 6 -2 a 2 6 a 11 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYBI.OL MACN PARAMETRIfC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0,906 BETA 0.040 REFS 1.3960 S0.Zm. 
REFL 1.3330 IN1.003 

RF: 1.30 IN 
XHRP - 0:0370 IN 
YNRF 0.0900 IN 
ZMRF O.300o IN 
SCALE 0.0034
 
DATA MIST. CODE 
E4
 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER 0802 CC30091) OR MAY 71, PAGE 51
 















le -10 -- 4 a 0 2 4 6 a la 0 1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL. MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.906 BETA 0.040 	 REFS 1.3960 SQ.rN.
 




1.-	 XMRF - 0,379 1N 
yMRP a IN-O. 100 

ZMRP 3,.'00 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE *E SCALE 0.0034 
M495-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER ONTO2 CC30091) 06 MAY 71 - PAGE 52 





6.0 -0 6 -a a 2 Aa t 
-J 2-
Z 

































MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 
5 






-830 23 20 15 ID a 0 0 - 5 -10 -15 -20 -zs -30 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
SYMBOL MAC" PARAMETRIC VA LUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.906 BETA 0.D40 	 REFS 1.3960 SQ.IN.
 




LO 	 XHRP - 0 0370 IN 
YHRP O.rJag IN 
ZMRP 0 .rjou IN 
DATA MIST. CODE *E 	 AL ,4
 
V,485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER OBVD2 CC30091] 06 MAY 71 PAGE 54
 
MSFC TEST 485, S-iC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY













-lz -10 - a . 6 -4 - 2 " 4 6 a 1D 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
0.906 BETA 0.050 REFS 1.3960 5Q.IN. 
1.002 REFL 1.3330 IN 
1.204 REFS 1.5330 IN 
ZHRP 0.0000 :R 
DATA MIST. CODE *E SCALE 0,0034 
N485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER OBFVD2 CC30101) O MAY 71 PAGE 55 












-12 -1 6 4 2 a a 4 6 to 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL MAC" PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.9D OCTA 0.050 REFS 1 90 Q. IN. 






YRP a.31 1 N 
ZHRP 0 ,000 TH 
DATA MIST. CODE *E SCALE 0.D0034 
M485-MSFC-SlC NAR HCR ORBITER OBIFVD2 CLC30101) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 56
 











-12 -10 -- 8 -6 -4 -2 D z 4 6 IS1 1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYM80L MACH PARAMETRJC VALUES -REFERENC INFORMATIONE 

REFS 1.3960 SQ N.
 
0 906 BETA 0.050 

REFL I 333D 
 IN
 
1 .902 REFS 1 3330 I 
1.Z04 XHRF - 0,03'a IN 
YHRP V.UOOU IN
 
ZMRP v 00B . IN
 
SCALE V.a034
DATA HZSr, CODE c 

M485-MSFC-81C NAR HCR ORBITER OB-VO2 (C30101) 0G MAY 71 PAGE 57
 
- ---- 












-- 0 -1.4 - 4 -_ 0 	 _4 __ __ ____ 1 
U.4 
_2_ L _F _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1.2 0_ 	 _ 
li . 0_ _R__ _ _ 	 _ _ _F_ _ _ _ _ 1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _N _ 
0 ~~ 71 __ a __ 2 a a ___ 2 6__ a 10 1 
XRF 1 .3330 IN
2.002 

X.04XRF 	 - .0370B IN 
ZMRF .voa I N 
SCALE 0.0034
DATA MIST. CODE *E 

M485-VISFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER OBFV02 CC30101) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 58
 












-12 10 -- 6 - 4 a 0 a 2 4 6 o- 1 . 

















0 104XMRP 0.0370 IN 




DATA HIST. CODE *E 

M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER OBFVD2 CC301 01) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 59 






30 25 20 i - ito- 55 - ­ -10 -15 -25 -30 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
SYMBOL MACH0.906 BET PARAMETRIC0.05D VALVES REFERENCE INFORMATION
_,I_. REFS 1 3960 

1.002 REFS I .3530 INRrFL 1: 3 
1.204 

_. XMRP - 370 1N
 
YMRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP 0.O0D0 :N 
BATA MIST. CODE *E S A E 0 0 3
 
M1485-HSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER OB;-VD2 CC30101) OG MAY 71 PAGE GO 
MSFC TEST 485. S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 








12 -t 2F a239a 





 XMRF - 0.03T0 IN 
YMRF a :Doc IN 
*E SCALE 0.0034
DATA MIST. CODE 

M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER GB '(C301 I13 0 MAY 71 PAGE 61 












S -2 -O -8 - 2 ___ 2 4___ __ 6 8 
-20 RES 
-25 
I.D ."REPL 0 CAL 1.333o. 03 IN 
REFB 13 330 IN 
1.2O"XHRF 0:O0370 IN 
DATA CODE ALOTA AEC VAALHA DGRE 
0" YMRPZMRP a.DODO0,5000 IN1N 
M485-MSFC-S]C NAR HCR-ORBIER G C30111) 0S MAY 7E PAGE 62 









0.- ____ ___--_---_-_ 
0.4 
0.2 ____ ___ ___ ___ ___ 
-1a -10 - - 6 4 2 0 0 0 4 6 8 10 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL HACK PARAMETRI VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.904 BETA 0.000 REFS 1.3960 30.1N. 
I*OD3 REFL 1.3330 IN 
Q .?D0 REFS 1.3330 1J 
XHRf - D.0370 IN 
YHRF 0.0000 IN 
ZHRF 0.0000 'Zn 
DATA MIST. CODE *E SCALE 0.0034 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER GB (C30111) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 63
 










0.4 Ic 0 10_ 
____ 
__m 
D1a -10 -4 - 2 a 0 2 4 6 1 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.904 BETA 0.00 -REFS 1.3960 SQ.I.
 
1.003 -±SAL 00.008 REFL 2.333D 0 IN 1 
REFS 1 3330 IN
 
1.200 




AATA OIST. AODE. JGR4
TETAK.APH. 

M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER GB .CC30E11 0C AY 71 PAGE. 4
 









3 .5 	 ___ __ _ 
om~2.00 16__ 
m-- - 8Ga - 4 - 2 a a D z 4 6 a 0 1 z 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BACO PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.904 BETA 0.000 	 REFS 1.3960 S0.1m, 
1.003 	 REFL 1 3330 IN 
REFS 1 333C IN 
1.200 	 XHF _ 1.,7I 
ZHRF 0.0.o IN, 
DATA HIST, CODE 4E SCALE 0.0034
 
X485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER GB 	 (C30111) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 65
 












-- 0 25 20 is 10 5 D 0 -5 -to0 -15 -20 -25 -30 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
SYMBOL MACM PARAHETRIL VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.904 BETA 0.000 	 REFS 1.3960 SQ.IN.
 
I 	GD3 REFL 1*5330 IN
 
R EFB 1.3339 IN

.2I*00 MHRP - E1570 IN 
YMRF O UDu IN 
ZMRP j JOa 1. 
•DATA MIST. CODE *E 	 SAE D05
 
X,85-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER GB 	 [C301111 0-0 MAY 71-1 PAGE Be
 
MSFC TEST 485. S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 
j F 




12 -- --- 4 -2 0 0 - 2 4 6 a- 1-0r 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRI VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.904 BETA 0.000 REFS 1,3960 zQoZrm
 
1. Ong REFL 1:533D • IN







DATA MIST. CODE *E 

M485-.MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER GBF CC301213 06 MAY 71 PAGE 67
 












-3 - 10 - 8 - 6 -42 a 	 2 4 10 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
FAME~TRr 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACH 	 VALUES 

REFS 1.396 0 	 S .IN .

















DATA MIST. CODE *E 

M485-MSFC-SlC NAR HCR ORBITER GBF CC30121] 06 MAY 71 PAGE se
 
MSFC 	TEST 485. S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 









-12I 	 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 -2 a 0 " 2 4 6 a is 1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.90	 BETA 0-000 REFS 1.3960 Q.H4 

1.009 	 REFL 1.3330 IN 
_.0371 	 XMR IN 
YkRP a.0000 IN, 
1.201 	 REFS 1.33390 -IN
Z.RP 0 Joao zm 
DATA M"ST. CW *E AL 04 
X485-MSPC-SlC NAR HCR ORBITER GBF (C30121) O-0 MAY 7! PAGE 69
 
1SFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 













<~~YR 0.000 1_________ 
u"1. -0 -0 - - -2 a a a 4 6 a 10 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MAC4 FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 









 XRP - 0:0373 IN
 
ZHRF u aO000 1N 
CATA MIST. COVE *E S CA L 0:.034 
W485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER GBF CC30121] OG MAY 71 PAGE 70 
_ _ 





















0.5 . . . . . . . . 
-12 -s - 6 -4 - 0 0 0 2 4 6 8 10 -± 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES.
 
SYMBOL HACH FARAHETRI, VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.904 BETA 0.000 REFS 1.3960 SQ.IN. 
1.009 REFL 1.333a IN
 







DATA MIST. CODE *E 
M485-SFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER GB& CC30121) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 71
 
_ _ __ __ 











a0 25 20 i5 10 5 0 0 a -5 -10 -15 -20 -25 -30 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
SYMBOL MACH FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 904 BETA 0.000 REFS 1,3960 S0.IN.2ET.9 REFL 1.3330 INREFP 1.3330 
 IN
i. 01 XHRF - 0.0370 IN 
YNRF U.00C0 IN 
SCALE U.00034 I 
DATA MIST. CODE *E SCALE 0 34 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER GCF (C30121) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 72
 










ioe -10 -- 8 -6 -4 - " 0 2 4 a lo Jz 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES,
 
SYMBOL MACM PARAMETPIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a 905 BETA V.D50 REFS 1.5960 SQ.IN. 
I$.Do$ REFL 1.3330 IN 
1.Zul REFS 1:333, IN
'MR, a 037_ IN 
IMRP 0. co IN 
ZMRF v. coca IN 
DATA MIST. CODE *d SCALE 0.0034 
485-MSFC-51C NAR HCR ORBITER QDFS3 [C301313 06 MAY 71 PAGE 73 
MSFC TEST 485. S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 
... . . .
0 . . . . . . i- . . . . . . . . . f . . . . . . . . . . .-. .-
25
 




%.,  .. ­
-12 -10 --a 6 -4 - 2 0 0 2 4 6 a to 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAHETR'C VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S 0.905 BETA 0.050 REFS 1.3960 SQ. IN. 
1 005 REFL 1.3330 1N 
I a REFB 1.3330 IN 1 1XMRP - 0.U3 70 1 N 




DATA MIST. CODE *E SAE 03 
M485-MSFIC-S1C NAR HCR ORBITER OB-S3 "[C30131] 06 MAY 71 PAGE 74 











-la -10 a 6 -4 -2 0 D" 2 4 6 10l 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL HACH PARAMETR!C VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.9051 0  BETA 0.050 REFSL 1,396033  $o.IN.IN 
1.D1EFS 1.3330 IN 
L.0RP 





DATA MIST. CODE E SCALE .0034 
M485- ASFC-SlC NAR HCR ORBITER OFFS3 CC301313 06 MAY 71 PAGE 75 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 














-lz1 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 -2 0 a 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a°0 BETA 0.050 REFS 1.3960 SQ.IN. 










SCALE 0 . 004DATA MIST. CODE *E 

M485-YSFC-S'IC NAP HCR ORBITER OBFS3 CC301313 O6 kAY 71 PAGE 76
 













_ANGLE 	 OF5 A ALPHA. DEGREES
0.0L 	 1.3330 IN__ 
< .	 _R___1__3 I 
< 
W 4.0 	 _1.__ _____ 
1.2L1 	 ATA0 ALPH, XMF IEGEE 
•~~~~~~FAAERCVLE.RFRNEIFRAIN	 ~YR uHOnooH 
zM9F . ,000 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE 4E SCALE 0.0034
 
tA485-rSFC-SlC NAR HCR ORBITER OBFS3 (C30131) .0G MAY -71 PAGE 77 










3 0 2 5 2- I - 15 25 - -a5 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
SYMBOL MAC" FARAMETR;C VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.905 BETA 0.05a 
 REFL 1 39B SQIN . 
1.005 REF 1:3330 IN
 
1.201 YMR - 0,.V7D IN 
YMRF V. 00o IN 
ZMRF 9 0000 IN 
CATA MIST. CODE *E 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER 0B6S3 CC30131) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 78
 







LI I -____>_ 
zz 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o.G6ol OCTA O.Doo REFS 1.396V Q.N 
09 REFL 1 3330 IN 
a 3REFB 1:533 IN 
'0D5 XHRF - 0370 IN 
1. 1 02 Z R P V.J 0 0 0 I N
 
SAE
1.957 GATA MIST. CODE *E 










12I -10 -a - a --4 -­2 a a 0 0 2 4 6 a 10 1 






REFS 1.3960 SQ.INo 



















M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER 
- OPFVD2 CC30201) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 80
 
___ 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 















2 -10 -8 6 -4 2 0 0 0 0 0 a 2 4 6 a 10 £2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MAC" PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.6 07 BETA 0.000 SEFS 10e0 50.1W. 
V.903 EL 1,330 IN 
-
1.U05 REFS .330 IN 
MRF 1 .075 IN 
Z9'RF9 G .avou IN 
SCALE 0,0034
1.951 DATA MIST. CODE SE 
M485-MSFC-SlC NAR HCR ORBITER OCV02 CC30201) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 81
 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 






LL t. - __ 
Ld 






12 -10 - - 6 - 4 - 2 a a a 0 a "2 4 6 a 10 12 
ANGLE (IFATTACK. ALPHA.- DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETR.C VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 







0 0 1.005 . 10 XMRPYMRP - .9370c.Eual ININ 
1.199 ZRF C.004 IN 
1.957 DATA MIST. CODE *E SCALE 3.0034 
M485-mSFC-S1C NAR HCR ORBITER OBFVD2 CC30201) 06 MAY 71 PAGE .82
 








12 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 a a 	 0 2 4, 6 a 10 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACK PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.607 BETA 0.000 	 REFS 1,3960 $0. 1N. 
U.903 	 REFL 1.333a I N 
I~0 	 REFB ,1.3339 IN 
1X05 RP - 0.03TU 1N 
1.102 YARP 0000 I 
ZNRP U,0000 I N 
1 .991,957 DATA MIST. CODE *E 	 SCALE 0.0034 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER 03FV02 CC30201] 0G MAY 71 PAGE 83 
--








a 25 ' 20 is in0" 5 a a 0 a 0 -5 -in -15 -20 .-25 -30 
- -PITCHING MOMENT.COEFFICIENT, CLM ..
 
SYBOMAC FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 




, 1.05XMRP V .U 70 IN
 




• 1199 ZMRP 11 ... IN 
SC8ALE Q:.00a1.957 DATA MIST, CWE *E 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER 03FVD2 "(C30201) 06 MAY 7-1 PAGP7 A4 



















- 0.0 0.2 0.4 06 U.8 1.0. la 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 Z.4 
MACH NUMBER 
FARAMETRtC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION. 
BETA 0.030 REF S 13960 SGoIN. 
REFL 1.333U IN 
R FBXRP -. .333V0031V ININ 
ZORP o . jqu IN 
DATA MIST'. CODE *EF SCALE 0.0034 
M485-NSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER oc (B30011) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 85
 
NSFC.TEST 485, S-1C/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 












" 0-.2 0.4 0.6 0.6 1.0 1.2 1. rE 6. 1.8 2.0 2.2. 2. 4f 
MACH NUMBER"
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
0ETA 0.030 REFS 1.396b SIN.
 
" ,REFL 1.3330 . IN 





DATA HIST. CODE *E 
 SCALE b:0034
 
11485-MSF -SIC NAR HCR ORBITER 06 (8B30011) 0O6, MAY 7,1 PAGE 86 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER-.LONGITUDINAL STABILITY

'~II I..... I I I_____ 	 ­















U- 0.8 .0 .,2 ____4 ____ ll __ ,___ _,_______.2 2 
.0S g_ I __ I REFS 
,a O.Z 0.4 0. 	 1. .12 14 16'. 16 ; 22I 
0.2 	 BETA R S 1396 __._N 
YMR ao 00O 4 I N 
M45-: SC6I OR IERO 	 (_0___0 ______ MY71 ______ 8PGE 

•MP 	 U . 
'PARAMETRIC VALUES '. 	 RCAEFERNC IFOMA4 
BETPSCSI 0.CRORREFS 	 06MY7 PAGE6 87INAR 	 B01.. 















o0 09 04 06 1.4 .a 10 J. 1.6 1-. 2. 2. 
REFS 1.3330 in 
Z DAT. MIST. CD__ SA03". 
. N . 
XMR 0 OZ0 J 
H . NUBE 
-T____VLU______ NF__HAT__0.4 PC REFERENCE 
C p-- Oo 
C 85-.0 0.SI - 0A.4HC 0.BTE 0.8 1 .- . 1-.43001.6 MAY 7 2..0 2.2E 88 
_ _ _ __ 
_ _ 
MSFC TEST"485,- S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 
4 .0, 1 i- j Itrl- jI--,-J---Irr-- Fr----
3.5 _____ - ____ ____uI 











I - o 





voZ 0.4 0. 6 1.0 , 1.24 . 6 I.d z . 2.2 Z.4 
PARAMETRIC VALUE$ REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
BETA D.030 . REFS 1 396t" S0.1m. 
• •REFL 1:.5330 IN 
REFS. -1.3330 IN 
ZRF .0370 .1 
00DA6 HISr CODE *EF SCALE 0.0034
 
P485-ASFC-SIC 09 - MAY 71 89
NAR HCR ORBITER .(B30011) O .PAGE 











" . " MACH NUMBER.
 
F-ARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA -090 . _ REFS - S,396D0 SG.IN. 
REE L 1.3330 . in 
REFBI .-. 3 30 IN 
XMRP *- .007a IN, 
.- YMRF O, d oo, IN 
ZMRP a. 000 LN 
.03 
DA ITA MIST. CCO -*EFSCL-
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR.HCR ORBITER OBF - EB30021) 06 MAY 710, PAGE 90. 
• • 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 









-2.00.0 D2 'a.4 0,6, .0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 .2.0 Z.Z 2.4 
MACH NUMBER
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION' 
BETA 0°.00 

- REFS 1.3960 So. TN.-
REFL 1.33ZO IN 
XMRF 0.0! To IN
 





DATA MIST. CODE .*EF SCALE • b.0034
 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR.HCR ORE31TER "OPF CB300213 06 MAY .71 PAGE si.: 
__ 
MSFC TEST 485,. S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
















G.I0.2 0.4, Q,6" 0.8 1.0 .2 1.4" 16 18 . . ' 2.; 
MACH NUMBER "
 
SPARAMETR:C VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0 9 60BE TA 00 0  REFS 1 _3 " 0 .1 " ._ 
"- "" " -. REFL 1.3330 IN 
• ,REFR 1 IN
" 3330 

. XHRP 0:0370. 00  IN
Y . ­
" " " " "Z R P 11.0 00 IN
 
CAC 0. 3
DATA MIST. CDE *c 
M485.MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER. .OBi:-. CB30"021), .O6 MAY 7 1 PAGE 92 
L 























































_ _ _ 
_ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ 
Nt 	 -3. BET 0.0.5. 1360 S.I. 
0.F 	 0030 I
 
-. 13 RE-I IN

-1.0F 
__ __ _ ____ _INNJ 




 T R B_ 	 B 00 1 ______ 
_ P GE. KA 	 9
 
ZHRF 0 .{300 IN 
D~f H T°COE '£FSCALE 0).0034 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER OBF 
- CR30021) .06 MAY 71 PAGE 34€ 
MSFC TEST 485, S-WC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 
0.0 ._ . . . . . 


















- 1 .0. . 2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 0 , , ' 1.4 1.6 1.8 . . 0 2.2 2.4 
"'I " MAICH NUMBER.
 
PARAMETRrC VALUES" REFERENCE INFORMA.TrON
 
BETA -.. 40 REFS 1.3920 SQ.IN. 
RCFU 1.3"- IN 
-REFB- 1.330 IN 
•XNRF . o~
01 0;,. IN 
YHRF G.J,00a IN 
. ZHRF .D IN 
DATA HIST. CODE *EF S ALE 0.0034 
M485-MSFC-SIC NIAR HCR ORBITER OeSI CB300311 06-MAY 71. 'PAGE.. 95 
MSFC TEST 485;'S-1C/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL ST'ABILITY
 












0.04 BET REFS_ 1.360 sal 
DATA S - ­
lO
 
X0.' -001 INLU 
-. 0.5 0.00cIN 
N 
0.0 .02" 04 . "l. 0.8' 1:0 . 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 . .0 2.2 . t 
• MACH NUMBER 
" 
- PARAMETRIC VALUES "REFERENCEI¢RNTO 
BETA 0.040 ." REFS 1.3960 " S.7tH. 
. REFL 1.3330 .IN -' 
REFO - .3330 IN 
-' . XMRF -. "*Q0305 IN 
YNRF 0.30G0 IN 
ZI4RF 0.0000 IN 
CATA MIST. COO • S E - . ""SAL .03 
M485-.MSFC2S]C NAP. HCR ORBITER "O8SI "[B30031) 06 MAY 7;1-. PAGE. 96
 
_ _ 
MSFC TEST 485,.S-1C/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 

















.0 a z 0.4 0.6- 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 -.1.6 1.8 2.0 . .Z . Z.4­
":MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES RCFERENCE INFORMATION 
T 
BE 0.040 REF 1.3960- SQ.19.S 

RFFL 1.3330 IN 
.Rcr 1.-330 IN
 
XNRP U I N
O°Z70 

YMRF a, oO IN
 
DATA MIST. CODE *EF • SAE bO
 
M485-MSFC -Sl C NAR HCR ORBITER -.0pSi- C63O0 3130 MAY 71 PAGE -97,­




































N PARAETRt VALUES -L MACH NUMBER 









 - 0.0370 
 IN
 
YMRP 0 {Uo; IN
 
SDATA'MIS.T. CODE *EF !CALE 0. 0034
 
,,485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER 
 OBS1 [B30031) 0O6 MAY 7"1 "PAGE 98 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 
4b 

























GMY7 ZR 000AE I$ 
0 5FS _.33 
DATA MIS . 04ODE 
OBN7 
1.*eFQ. 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY




















EATA MIST. CODE EFrS 



















MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 












_ _ _ 
__ 












2.0 0.2 0.4 G.6 
FARAME,RIC VALUES 
BETA 0.060 
DATA IST. CODE *EF 
V485-MSFC-SC NPR HCR ORBITER 
0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.? 2.4 
MACH NUMBER 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 1.3960 So.IN. 
REFL 1.3330 IN 
REFB 1.3$zc IN 
X14RP - 0. o17 IN 
YHRF 0.0000 IN 
ZmRP 0.OOOD IN 
SCA,: 0.0034 
UBFSI CB30041). 06 MAY 71 PAGE 101 
MSFC TEST.485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 
















.0 O*E 0.4 0.6 C.0 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.a 2.0 2.2 Z .; 
MACH NUMBER 
•PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 















v -H-SFC-SlC NAR HCR ORBITER aBc'Sl CB300413 06 MAY 71I PAGE 102
 
MSFC TEST 485. S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 














(D .0 0.2 a.4 0.6 C.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 "" 1.6 1.6 2.0 2.2 Z.; 
ul MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES$ REFERENCE INFORMATION 





XHRP - _,370 in 
Y RP 0 lovV9 IN 
ZMRP 0 9000 IN 
M.485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER Oer~SI C930041) O6 MAY 71 .PAGE 103 
























PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE XMFORMATION
 
BETA O.D6G REFS 1 3960 SQ.IN.
 
REFL 1,3330 IN
REP 1 333. IN
 






DATA MIST. CODE *EF
 
M485-MSFC-SlC NAR HCR ORBITER' OBFSl C830041) oG MAY 71 PAGE 104 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 
1 * 11n -r--- 1-t-r -r---r -r-,--- ---- t-r -rrrJ -r- r---r r 
-J 
IL 













-o 0 . 0.2 a.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1og 18 2.0 2 .2 Z.4 
MACH NUMBER
 
PARAMETRIC AUWES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BE TA 0.04 0 RE S 1 39 6 0 S . 1 . 
REFL 1:3330 IN

REFS 1 330 . 1 






 DATA HIST. CODE *EF 

M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER OBS2 CB30051) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 105
 















.. 4.0 U.0 .2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2. 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA 0.040 REFS 1.3960 $G.IM.. 





YIFR aOouoG IN 
ZHRP V.Duan IN 
DATA MIST. CODE *EF A{ 03 
M485-MSFC-SIC MAR HCR ORBITER OBS2 (B30051) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 106 















.0 0.2- 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 Z.2 Z.4 
MACH NUMBER
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA 0.040 REFS 1.3960 SG.IN. 
REFL 11333U IN 
REFB I 333U inXHRP a 0.0-_ IN 
YHRP .00a IN, 
ZMRp 0.0000 INDATA MIST. CDE 0EF SCALS 0.0034 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAP HCR ORBITER OGS2 [B30051) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 107
 
____ ____ 










(UC 1.8 ____ 
1.6 
- wLL­





0 0 7 
i 
0 0.2 0.4___ 0. 08 . 12 . 16 .8 20 .2 2 
PAAETI VALUES REFEENC INFRMAIO 
1.0S 1.3330 1 






-C_____ ____ ________ _____0.6. 0 




I-ATA H_$_.___ __F____L ______4 
-4B-SCSCNRHRRBTR O2CB05]O A7 PG lO
 
DAT MIST. CODEE "E
 
v45MFPACNRHRMORIT ALER AY71 REFERENC) 108RATO
PAE 

_ _ _ 
_ _ _ 
MSFC TEST 485o S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 






























 RZFS 1.3960 sa.I_.
 
REFL 1.3330 IN 
REFS 1.3330 IN 
XHRP - 0.0 70 IN 
YHRP 0 juvi in 
ZmRp 9 0000 IN 
DATA HIST. CODE *EF SCALE 0.0034
 
M485-MSFC-91C NAR HCR ORBITER 0P$2 CB30051) 06 MAY 71 PAGE l09 

















PARAH£TRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
BETA v.OSD REFS 1o3960 so.1m,
 
REFL 1 3330 IN
 
•REFS 	 I: ,333 IN 
XMRP - O. ;3. IN 
YMRP 0 .cou INZMRP -. 0co IN
 
DATA MIST. CODE EF. 
M485-MSFC-SIC NA'R HCR ORBITER OGEB2 [B30061) 06 MAY 7,71 PAGE 110 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 









_ _ _ __ 
_ _ _ 
r 
LASz 
-_Z. . 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.Z 1.4 1.6 1.8" 2.0 2.2 Z.4 
MACH NUMBER
 
FARAME197C VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 



















DATA MIST, CODE 4EF
 


























0. 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 I.a 2.0 2.2 2.4 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA .0.050 





















M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER 0BPS2 (B30061) 06 MAY 71. PAGE 112 














1.4 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 Z.4 
IJMACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIO 






REFS I Z30 IN 
XMRP 0,93,0 IN 
yM"P r.0000 IN 
ZHAP C.0000 IN 
DATA HIST. CODE *EF SAE D03 
V-485-MSFC-SIC NAP HCR ORBITTER OGFS2 (830061) O6 MAY 71 PAGE 113 














* -. 0 
-0.5 




PARAK TRIC VALUES 
0050 
REFERENCE INFORNATIO 
REFS 1.3960 sQ.IN° 
13330 IN 







• ZURF ,.0000 IN 
CATA H151. CODE *EF 
SAE 003 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HER ORBITER 03FS2 CB300613 06 MAY 71 PAGE 114­












0.2 a.4 0.6 0.8 1.9 1.0 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 Z.4 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
OCTA 0.060 REFS 1 3960 30.1N. 
REFL 1,3330 in 
ERFBXoRF ." 1.a5390.0370 ININ 
ZHRF 0. ooc IN 
DATA HISf. CODE *EF SCALE O.GV34 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER OBVOI CB300713 .0G MAY 71 PAGE 115 













-2.0 - 0.2 0.4 G, 0.8 1. 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 "2.0 R.2 2.A 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRi'C VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA 0.060 REFS 1.3960 S0.1". 
REMLREFS 1.33301 333 ININ 
XNRF
.RP 0,03,90.9000 1NIN 




0 :00034 IN 
M485-MSFC-SIC,NAR HCR ORBITER OFVDI CB30071) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 116
 






















































,v485-MSFC-SlCNAR HCR ORBITER 
 OV0l 
 CB300711 
 06 MAY 71 PAGE 117
 
____ 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 
















E . 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 
0.4 SCL ____4 
W MACH NUMBER
 





























MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 

















-R6 ET o 
z 
NI 3.0 ________ 
-2.0 0.0000 IN 
0.0{ 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1..4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 
MACH NUMBER 
REFERENCE INFORMATIONPARAMETRIC VALUES 
REFS 1.39603 50.1W. 
REFL 1.3330 IN 
REFO 1.3330 IN 
XHRP - O.J IN 
yMRP -0,0000 IN 
BaA 0.060 
ZMRP 1.0000 IN 
SCALE 0.0034 
DATA HIST. CODE *EF 

M485-MSRC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER O8VDI (B30071) 06 MAY 71 PAGE -119 




o 0.4 	 ____ ____ 
0. 	 7. 
0.0 0.2 0..111102 
(-3o 








FARAMET rC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA -. 040 REFS 1.3960 	 $. 1N. 






oXRP 0 000 IN 
SCALE D.0034DAT. MIST. CCCE *EF 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER OKFVDI (B300811, 06 MAY 71 PAGE 120 










1 " , , • , , , ,. I , . . , , , j 
-" 0.2 0.4 0.6 0..8 l. 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 






XMRP - 0.0370 1N
 
Y RP a j ov IN
 




DATA "IST. CODE *EF 
M,85-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER OPF VD I B300813 06 MAY 71 PAGE 121 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY


















o 0.0 	 RF 136___ 
RELI- D I
 
-. REB 5Q I
 
0. __X__ 	 _____ -- ____7 _ ___N_ 
It. 	 ~ d O I 
ZHC DOD I 
DAALii OE FSCL 	 . 3
 
-i 0.4 CSICNA HR RBIEROVD 	 [830081] OG HAY 71 PAGE 12 
SCAL NE0.0O0 AT34
ETr
DAT AMST.CO VLUE 



































o o . 0.2DAT MIST COE EFSCLE 	 0.030.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 l.a 1.4 I.E 1.8 2.0 2.0 2.4
~MACH 
NPAANETR1 	 NUMBERVALUES 
REEENcE INFORMATIONBETA 0.040 
RE F$ 1.3960 S0.1W . 
REB 1.3330 IN 
XNRP - 0.0370 IN
YMRP 0 .230 IN 
EF 
.SCALE INDATA IST. CODE /NRF 	 0.1000 
0.0034M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER OBFVO1 C63008I) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 123 











- 1.5 I 
-3. 




U -0 0.0.070 IN 










DATA MIST. CODE *EF 
M485-MSFC-Sir NAR HCR ORBITER OBFV0l CB30081) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 124
 
















.a; 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 0.0 "2.2 2.4 
MACH NUMeER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA U.040 REFS 1 3960 So.INa. 
REFL ia3 , a IN 
REFS 1.3330 IN 






DATA MIST. CODE *EF SCALE :,..034 
r,485-MSFC-S1C NAR HCR ORBITER 'OBV02 CB30091] 06 MAY 71 PAGE 125
 





















ZHRP OU ovo IN
 
SCALE U.JO34 .DATA HIST. CODE *EF 

im485-MSFC-SlC NAR HCR ORBITER OBVD2 [B300SI) 06 MAY 7L. PAGE 126
 



















.0 0O.2 0.4 0,6-
FARAMETR:C VALUES 
BETA 0.040 
DATA MIST. CODE *EF 
M,!85-,mSFC SlC NAR HCR ORBITER 
0.6 110 1.2 1.4 
MACH NUMBER 
OB402 C830091) 
1.6 1.8 2.0 Z.2 9.4 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 1.3960 SQ.IN. 
REFL 1.3330 INS 1.33.0 IN 
XMRF - 0.0370 IV' 
YMRP ".15900 IN 
Z RP 0. , , 1 NSCALE 0.0034 
06 MAY 71 PAGE 127 
____ 














1.0 ..- _ ,, . 
0 
m 









 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA 0.D40 REFS 1.3960 SQIN. 
REFL 1.3330 IN 
REFS I 33aD IN 
"XMRP - o.D3rv IN 
yHRP G 1300 IN 
ZHRP 0,0000 iNATA 4IST. EF 01A11.0.0 2..CODE 

M485-iSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER OBVN2 (B30091 06 MAY 71 PAGE 128
 




















U04 0 -N 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
R E F S . 9 G O 30.-
REFL 1.3330 IN 
REFSXHRP 1.3330 -0.037 ININ 
YNRF U. Ovo IN 
ZHRP U.9009 IN 
DATA HIST, CODE *EF SCALE 0.0034 
M485-MSFC-SlC NAR HCR ORBITER OEV02 (B30091) O6 MAY 71 PAGE 129 

















o . a...a. t.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 Z-0, 2.2 Z.; 
MACH NUMBER
 
'ARHETR'C VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA U.050 REFS 1 3960 SQ.IN. 
REFL 1:3330 1, 
X*RF 0 .. 0379 IN 
-CALYHRP .ooo_004 IN
_ 
DATA MIST. COVE *EF SAE 0
 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER 0Of37V02 CB30101) 06 MAY JI4 PAGE 130 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 













Z - .0 ._I_ _ _ 






BETA 0.050 REPS 113960 6QoIN.
 
REFL 1.3 33 IN
 
XMRF - I.C370 IYHRF 0.20L 1.
 
ZLRF -.. goo IN
 
DATA HICT. CODE *EF SCALe Co0034
 
V485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER OPFV02 (B30101) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 131
 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 


















.0.4 0.6 .0. 1.0 1.2 1.4 1 6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA 0.05. REFS 1.3960 Sa*IN. 






YMRP 0 ifloa IN 
ZMRP 0 0000 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE *EF 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER OPFVD2 CB30101 06 
SCALE 
MAY 7.1 
0 . va4 
PAGE '132 



















0 00.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 U.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 
MACH NUMBER
 
FARAHEYRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
BE TA .050 REFS 1.3960 SQ.IN. 
REFL 1 3330 IN 
REFS 1.3330 1 N 
XHRP - 0.30 IN 
yHRP 0:.100 IN 
ZNRp a .9000 IN 
SCALE j.0034 
DATA HIST. CODE *EF 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER OBFVD2 CB30101) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 133 












Ld 1.5- ia 
-2. 
w 
-0.5 ____ ____ 
2-2. 
-3. 
Cl.2 0.4 0.6 .8 .0 1. 1.4 1.6 1.8 2 0 .2 2 .; 
MACH-NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA 0.05- REFS I.S969 SG.IN. 







YMRP U oj IN 
ZERp 9 Uoa IN 
DATA MIST. CODE *EF SAE 0B3 
m485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER -OeTV02 CB301013 06 MAY 71. PAGE 134 
MSFC TEST 485,.S-1C/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 
1 .o lJ l i0 1 I l I l l i l l I I I*J I 












o -0.6 0.0370 IN 
-0.0 
io ~ .. . . . • , , I , .I t -f 
-0 ° . ° 
EARANETPIC VALUES 
SE 0.000 
DATA IST. CODE *EF 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER 





18 .2° . 
ErERENCE LNCORHAtION 
REFS 1.3900 S4.IN. 
REri 1.o330 IN 
RErB I,3330 IN 
XMRP - O,'370 ZN 
YHRF 2.000o IN 
ZHRP 3,0oo IN 
SCALE 0:0934 
MAY 71 PAGE 135 
MSFC TEST 485, S-ICINAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
2 *S , 1------ 1---- rrr -r-r r-r i i rrr- -r--l,-1-r rr­
0 













 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA 0.000 REFS 1.3960 SQ.INl
 
REFL 1 3330 IN
 
REFS 1:3 zo IN








DATA MIST. CODE *EF 
 "SAE 003
 
V485-MSFC-SIC NAR-HCR ORBITER GB CB30111] 06 MAY 7'1 PAGE -136 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 



















O.10z 0.4 0.6 U.u $.0 1.z 1.4 1.6 1., 2.0 2.2 Z.4 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIO 
aaTA OOD 













a 99 v 








M485-sMSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER GB CB30111) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 137 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 
2 * I 1- ic rn 1 1-n- l *-r 1r- l r-t-r -r---r -1rr ,-r---- -­-r1-t JiJ 
< 












Ld D. I~SCAL 0.80034__ 





BETA 0 .000 REFS 1.3960 SQ.IN.






XMRP - 0-0370 IN 
yNRP o ova IN 
ZMRP U upua IN 
DATA HIST. CODE *EF SAE D03
 
M485-MSFC-SlC NAR HCR ORBITER GE Cb301113 06 MAY 71 PAGE 138
 
MSFC TEST 485, S-iC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 
















 F$ 1.5_0 S_
*1 
PAAERCVLE 
_L _ NOMTO __ 
O0 O.Ov _ _ _I 1.396 









1M~ 0:0 70 I 





M4-2.5 C-I ORITRGB(30 06MY ______1 AE 33 ______ 
M 85-MSFC-ACH G BR il O MY7
NNUMROBIE PG
 
MSFC TEST 485. S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 
* 0 1r- -t f r-r- 1-rl- ,-t-lr -r-l-r - -r t l- -i-­
-J 














PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA 0.009 REFS 1.3960 SG.TN* 
REFL 1 :3330 IN 
REFS 1 3330 IN 
XMRP V .,0370 IN 
YMRP 0 .009 INoRF V.00.0 IN
 
SCALE El.0034 
DATA MIST. CODE *EF 
.145-MSFC-SlCNAR HCR ORBITER GRF [B30121] 06 MAY 71 PAGE 140 
















2 . 0 0.2 0.4 V.6 0.8 . o 1.2 1 4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2 4 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 









XHR- 0 .0370 ZN 
YHRP 0 10D03 IN 
ZNRP b , 000 1N 
DATA HIST. CODE +*EF SCALE 0.9034 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER Gpu (B301213 05 MAY 71 PAGE 141 















1 .0 Ila 0.4 0.. 1.6 1.82.0 2.2 Z.4 
MACH NUMBER
 
-PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
BETA 0.000 REFS 1:3960 50.IN°
 
'EFL 1 333, IN
 




YHRP Or uo IN
 
SCALE 0.0034
DATA MIST. CODE . *F 




MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 














C.0 0-.0 0. 0, 0.6 a's 1.2 1.4 1-6 1., 2.0 2:2 2.4 
Lo MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
BETA 0. 0 6 REFS 1.396 . SQ.IN. 
REFL 1.3330 IN 
REFB 1:3350 IN 
XHRP - US70 IN 
YMRF 0.Doo IN 
ZMRP 5,0000 IN 
SCALE C.0034DATA HICT. CODE *EF 
M485-MSFC-SlC NAR HCR ORBITER GRP (230121) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 143
 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR.ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 
3.5 cii 









.w... 	 ..0 . 
.0.5 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 12 1.4 1.6 1.6 2.0 " 2._ 
MACH NUMBER
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
BETA 0.000 	 REFS 1.3960 SQ.IN, 
REFL 1.3330 1 N 
REFS 1: 330 INXARP - -. 0 a IN 
YMRP .ouo IN 
DATA MIST. COE tEF 	 SCALE 0.0034 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER GCF EB30121] 06-MAY 71 PAGE 144
 














< 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 .2.0 2.2 Z.4 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 







YMRP a Uov IN 
ZHRP ugDODD IN 
DATA MIST. CODE *EF SCALE b:O,34 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER OP.PS3 CB30131) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 145 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR.ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY



















.0 0.2 U.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.6 Z.0 '.2 2.4 
MACH NUMBER
 
FARAAETRTC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA 0.00 REFS 1.3960 S,IN. 
REFL 1 3330 1 M 
REFB 1:3330 IN 
XHRF a 0~3rq IN 
yHRF v. Ovj IN, 
ZHRp 0 Doan IN
 
DATA MIST. CODE *EF SAE -003 
.M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBItER OBKS3 CB301313 06 MAY 7-1 PAGE 146 
MSFC TEST 485, S-iC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 





























0.6 . 0.4 0,6 a 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 
0. SCAL 0.0034_ 
MACH NUMBER
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA 0.0S0 REFS 1. 960 SO.IN. 
REFL 1.3330 1. 
REFS 1 5330 IN 
XMRF -_ 0:.OT 0 N 
YMRF a.roor in 
ZMRP r'.0ovQ IN 
DATA MIST. CODE *EF SAE 003 
Y-485-MSFO-SlC NAR HCR ORBITER OBC S3 C830131) 06 MAY 71 'PAGE 147 
______ 

























NPARAMETRIC VALUE o 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 






XHRF - O.D770 IN 
REFS 






DATA MIST. CODE *EF 

• 1495-MSFC-S-IC NAR HCR ORBITER OPFS3 [B03]O A 1 PAGE 148
 















,_ __2(3. 1.0 
REF* 15330 IN
 
XRF 1 .3330 IN 
yMRp 0 . " IN 
ZmRp 0 0000 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE *Er SCALE 0.0034
 
M/185-YSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER OBC7S3 (B30131) 06 MAY 71 'PAGE 149
 
MSFC TEST 485 S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 



















- .0 0.2 0.4 0.6 . .8 3.0 1-.9 1.4 i.S 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 
MACH-NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 





REFS 1. 3350 iN 
XHRF - - 0.0370 IN 
YNRP 0 0oo IN 







M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER OPFVD2 (830201) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 150 














-2 -0 ' 
___•,,___ 
--. . 0,4 O 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.9 2.4 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA 9.000 REFS 1.396-3 OIN 
REFL 1.3330 1 N 
REFS 1)3330 1, 
IMRP a 1ND. 0310 
MHRP 3 . 000 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE *EF SCALE 0.0034 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER OSFVD2 CB30201) 06 MAY 71 PArU 151
 
MSFC TEST 485. S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 






















0.2- R ______ 
0%.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
BETA 0.090 
DATA MIST. COPE *EF 
0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
MACH NUMBER 
1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 1.3960 S0.IN. 
REFL 1.3330 IN 
REFS 1.3330 IN XMRP - 0.03'0 IN 
MRP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRP 0.0000 jIN 
SCALE 0.0034 




















o %.2 0.4 06 -0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 
Ld ACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
BETA 0.000 REFS 1.3960 SQ.IN,

EFL 1 3330 IN 
REFS 1,3330 IN 
XMRP - 037c- IN 
YMRP 0,O000 INZRP .. 00 O, IN
 
DATA MIST. CODE *EF SAE D3
 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER 09FV02 CB30201D 06 MAY 71 PAGE 153
 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 













. . .0 1.0 1. 1..4 1.6 _4 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 
MACH'NUMBER
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA 0.000 REFS 1.3960 SQIN. 
REFL 1.3330 IN 
REFS 1.3330 IN 
XHRP - 0.0370 1s 
yHMRP a slool INZHRP 0.9000 IN
 
SCALE 0.0034DATA MIST. CODE " *EF 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER OBC V02 (B30201) "06 MAY 71 PAGE 154
 
MSFC TEST 485. S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY 
7.5 
0 













LU 4.0 3330 IN 
m~~XR 3.0 
____ ____ IN___ 
O. ~~~~~~YR 
O 000 BETP.50RF 
DATA MIST, COPE *EI 
















MSFC TESi 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 
.7.5 	












0 2.0 	 . 
U) 
0. 9 2 0 .4 0.6 - 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 Z.4 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 	 .000 BETA 0.000 REFS 1.3969 S .IN. 
REFL 1:3330 IN 
REFB . .333 , IN 
XMRQ- E.370 IN 
XHRp a0020 INIY P 0.0 Lfl 
ZHRP 0.:_Do IN
 
SCALE 0.034DATA MIST. CODE *EI 

M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER OBF" CP30021) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 156
 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY





















S .80 AL HA ARA ETR rCVALUE S 
REFS .39 6 0 S .I N .
 







XNRP - .D37? IN,
 
YMRF a goo IN
 
Z RF U, o o IN
S A b D 3

DATA HIST. C OE 
 EI 
















____L  4.5 
1 4.0 
I-C 3.0 IN 
-U, 





1.0 - ;Dull INU 
0.0" 0. 0.4 O.0 0. 0.8 1.2 1.4 1.6 M.8 7 .aP .2 1 .4 
MACH NUMBER 
SCL 0.003
SYMBOL ALPHA FARANEThTC VALUES REFERENCE IUFQRMATION 
I6D i.3960Q 0.000 BETA - EY$ $04.IN 
REFL 1.3330 IN 
REFO 4.3330 IN 
XHRF - 0.0511r IN 
YHRP UOO'., IN 
ZNRP o.Oaa IN 
DATA HIST. CODE -*EI 5AE 03 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER OB"SI- (P30041) 06MHAY 74 PAGE 158
 
__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
____ ____ __ __ 











< 4.5 " 
Ld 4.00 
S3.5 










Q ALPHA 0.000 BETA PARAMETRIC 0.040 VALUES REFERENCE INRORMATION REFS 1.3900 $ .4N. 
REFL i,3330 IN 
REF8 1.3330 IN 
CHOP - D.0S70 -IN 
YNRF 3>.V0 IN 
ZMRF C.00D IN 
DATA MIST. CODE *EI SCALE 0.0034 
M485-MSFC-SlC NAR HCR ORBITER OBS2 CP30051) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 159 
____ 












- 2.5 	 ____In 
1.0
 
a. G.2 0.4 06 U.8 1.0 1.Z 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 Z.4 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION ooff 




REFt 13330 1 N 







DATA MIST. CODE *EI 

M485-MSFC-S C NAR HCR ORBITER OFS2 .6 P30061 MAY 7 PAGE 260
 













.0 U.Z 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 I.Z 1.4 1.6 1.6 Z.0 2.2 2.4 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 0.000 BETA 0o06D REFS 1.3960 SQ.IN. 
REFL 1.3330 Im 
REFS 1,3330 IN
XRP - , TB IN 
YmRP 30. qU G , I N 
ZMRF 1.000 IN
 
.003DATA HISI. CODE *EISCL 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER OBVD1 CP30071] O6.MAY 71 PAGE' 161
 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 












0. 0.2 0.4 0.6 o',8 12 14 1.6 _ _ 18 20 2.2 R4 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 " REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 	 .000 BETA 0.040 REFS 1.396a SQ.IH. 




mRP - .C570 IN
 
YMRF u .0009 in 
ZHRP 9. .oD IN 
DATA H" . CODE *EI SCALE C..04
 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER ORFVD1 CP3008i] 06 MAY 71 PAGE " 162
 
________ ________ 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 










0 .o .2 .4 . 6_ 0.8 1.0 1. 2 1.4 1.6 .8 2.0 .2 2 .4 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 





XMRP - Dl7v IN 
YMRP 0 U000O IN 
ZHRP :,Do 0 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE *EI SCALE V.U14
 

























0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 - .2 2.4 
MACH NUMBER 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .000 BETA 0.050 REPS 1.3960 SG.IN. 
REFLREFS 1.333O 1 3330 I0IN 
XMRP 0:0.3TO IN 
yHRF 0.0000 IN 
ZMRF 0,900 19 
ATA IT. CO E EI @ A E 0 3 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER OBFVD2 CP301013 06 MAY 71 PAGE 64
 









LiJ 4.0 ____ ________ ____ ____ 
3.5 




1 .0 ______ 
U 
< 0.5 
0.0c V.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.41.2 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4" 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAHETRrC VALUES REFE#SNCE INFORMATION Q 0.000 BETA 0.000 REFS 1.3960 SOIN.REFL 1.333B IN 
REFS 1.3330 IN 
XHRp - 0.0370 IN 
YNRP p.sUOJ IN
 
ZMRP 9 0000 IN
 
SCALE 0.0034
DATA HIST. CODE *91 

M485-MSFC-SlC NAR HCR ORBITER GB (P30111) 06 HAY 71 PAGE 165
 
f " 
















T. CODE *EI 
TI 
P P011 6MY7 
ES 1390sDm 
1.0 


























. D ". 0.2 0.4 0 .6 .8 1. 9 1. 2 .4 1 6 1 8 2 0 2 .2 2 .4 -
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL ALFHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.000 BE TA V.050 REFS 1.3960 $0. 1N. 
REFL - 1.3350 Z 
REFB 1.3330 1 NoMR - 0.0 7 0 IN
 
yMRF 0 iOad IN
ZMRF 1.5 000_ 1 
DATA MIST. CODE *EIAL .03 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER OPFS3 CP301313 06 MAY 71 PAGE 167
 









m 3. 0 B.0F.51 
DATA HZST. CODE *rl 


































0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1. 1.8 2.0 2.2 2. 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES RCFER NCE INFORMATION, 
BETA 0.030 REFS 1.3960 SO.rN. 
REFL 1 3530 IN 
REED 1:3330 1 , 
XMRp
YHRP 
a-05700 .Du ININ 
ZmRF P.9000 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE *EI SCALE 0.0034 
M,485-MSFC-SlC NAR HCR ORBITER 0B IN300111 06 MAY 71 PAGE 169
 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 


















.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0. . 1.0 1.2. 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 
MACH NUMBER -	 . 
FARAHETRTC VALUES 	 V. REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA 0.030 	 REFS 1.3960 Sd.IN. 
REFL 1.3330 IN 
REFB 1.3330 IN 
XNRF - 0.0370 IN 
YHRp 0.jOvj IN 
ZNRF 0.9000 IN 
SCALE 0.0034
DATA HIST. CODE *EL 

M485-MSFC-SlC NAR HCR ORBITER OE 	 (N30011) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 170 










-- 5 a I N 
0- sovu IN 
-JP 0 DG I






C)SHF-I lii 0, INA C RIE BFC301 HY7 AE.7
 
0 . 
Li- 0 MA - ,__M_ 
DATA MIST CODE *EI 1 61 SCAL 0. .. 034 2 " 
0--1 











0 a, 0. 4 '0.6 0_.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 .2.4 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
05TA 0.000 REFS 1.5960 SQ.IN. 
REFL 1,3330 IN 
REFB 1.3330 IN 
XNRr a0,370 IN 
YMRP 0:. 11~ IN 
ATA MIST. CODE IEISSCALE _,0__ ZHRF s .uoo4 IN 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER OIF (N30021) 06 MAY 71 .PAGE 172
 



















XMRF - ,V370 In
 
ZNRF 0.0000 IN
DATA HIST. CCC *El SCALE 0.0034
 
P.485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER 
 OF $1 CN30031] 06 MAY 71 PAGE 173
 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
j

I0 j, I, Ii I~ I I' , I II 
















--. .2 0.4 0.6 0,8 1.0 1,2 f 1.4 " 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAKETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 













DATA H~bT, CODE *El SCALE U.00314 
M485-MSFC-SlC NAR HCR ORBITER OpSI CN30031) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 17I4 













PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
OETA 0.060 ,REFS 1.3969 Sa.IN.
 




XMRr - 0.O379 IN 
YHRP O, DOop IN 
DATA MIST. CODE *EI $A 00
 
M485-MSFC-SlC NAR HCR ORBITER OBC~S1 tN30041) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 175
 
______ 












-- 3 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 
MACH NUMBER
 
FARAMETRZC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
BEA .0 REFS 1.3960 SGIN.
 
BEA 000REFL 
 1 3330 - IN 
REFS 1o3350 IN
 






SCALE V.0034DATA MIST. CODE *EI 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER OBFS' CN30041) ,06 MAY 71 PAGE ' 176 
















8.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 '1. 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.& 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA 0.040 REFS 1.3960 SQoIN. 
REFL 1.3330 IN 
REF 1.3530 IN 
XIRF - 0.037. IN 
YMRP 9J.0 U IN 
ZMRP. ,0.00 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE *EI. SCALE 0.0034 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER fBS2 (N30051) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 1.77 






























-2O07 XMR I 
M45MFPSC ARHRMORITALER OPS CN 1 06EMAY71 PAE 178RATO 


















 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA 0.050 REFS 1.3960 SQ.IN. 
REFL 1 3330 IN 
REFS 13A30 . IN
 
XMR P - O. 057 IN
 




DATA MIST. CODE *EI SCALE 0.0034
 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER OBFS2 CN3COOG) 06 MAY-71 PAGE 179
 





















-. BET 5 RF 36 S.
 
•EF 1:aa,N 
REFS 1 3330 IN.
 




DATA MIST. CODE *ET 
 SCALE 0.0034
 M485-MSC-S CNAR0.FS2HCR ORBITER (N30061) 0 MAY 71. PAGE 180
 









0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 CIS 1.6 1.2 1.4 1:6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 
INFORMATiONI 
PARAMETRIC VALUES MCNUBRIREFERENCE 
aETA 0.060 REFS. .6960 S@..IN. 
EEFL 1.3330 IN1 
EF 1 3330 1N 
YMRF D 099 IN 
ZMRP 
 r' D9 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE *EI 
 SAE 003
 
M485-MSFC-SlC NAR HCR ORBITER OB'VO] GN30071) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 181
 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 











D 0.2 0.4 0 6 0 .81 1 0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 .0 .2 2.4 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA 006 0 
SREFL 
REF S 1.396 
1.3330 
' S .IN. 
IN 
REPO 2:3330 1 , I
XMR F - .370 IN 
YMRP O.On vo IN 





M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER OB\Il CN30071. -06 MAY 71 PAGE" 182 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 












. 4_._6.4 0.2 .00.(2 B ______I 
. . 
03 , , IN 
. . . .HR 
1oo 
SALE .0034 
RFL 0 IN 
DATA IST. C E *I 
BFVI N30081] 06 MAY 71 PAGE 183
M48-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER 














3 . 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.3 1.0 1.2 . 1.4 16 1.8 2.0 2.2 .; 
MACH NUMBER
 
PARAMETRZC VALUES "REFERENCE INFORMATION
 





XHRC - 0.0370 IN
 
YHRP 0 nuou IN 
Z Rp 0:0009 IN 
SAE 003
DATA MIST. CODE *EI 

M4-5-MSFC-SlC NAR HCR OBPVb0i __1 PAGEORBITER CN300 06 MAY 71 184
 







z (~~M3F- -__________ a.90 
-* Z 04 6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2,0 Z.2 2.4 
MACH NUMBER
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA 0,040 REFS 1.3060 SQ*IN.
REFL l._339 IN 
REFS 1.3330 IN
'M_-, 0_ 13_ IN 
¥MRF or-g o IN 
DATA MIST. CCOE *EI SCALE IJU34 
M485-MSFC-SlC NAR HCR ORBITER OBVD2 CN30091) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 185
 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 














-3 .0 . Z 0.4 0.6 0 8 -1.0 1 2 1.4 1.6 1 8 2.0 2 2 2.4 
MACH NUMHBER
 






REFS .3 30 IN
 








DATA MIST. CODE hEr 

M485-MSFC-SlC NAR HCR ORBITER OBV¢D2 -CN30091) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 186
 














Y RF 000: 
-7 










REFS i.3 30 IN
 






DATA MIST. CCOE *EI
 
M485-MSFC-SlC NAR HCR ORBITER OBFVO2 O3 AY 71 PAGE 187
CN301.O01 06 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 










IRjIF 	 ___1__ ______ ___N__ 
-toP 	 ____,__ o 
a . 0.8r 	 1. 
MACH NUMBER
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA DO050 	 R EFS 1 3960 S0.IN. 
flEFL 1.3330 IN 
REFSD 1.3330 IN 
XNR,' - Q.daO INYHRP 0 i]002 IN 
ZHRP UCDODO IN
 
OATA HIST. CODE 4HI 	 SCALE 0.0034 
M485-MSFC-SlC NAR HCR ORBITER OBCVO2 CN30]O1) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 188
 



















VALUES REFERENCC INFORMATION 
REFS 1.3960 So. IN. 
REFL 1.'3330 1 N 
REFSX4RP - 1,3330a-0370 1 N1M 
DATA MIST. CODE *El 
SCALE J,0034 
,v485-MSFC-SlCNAR HCR ORBITER GB [N301l1) 06 MAY 71 PAGE. 189 












UJ 1 I , .. .i l ~ i i r- -. _ _ _ _ i 
-25 
-
.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 Ve i.a 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 Z.4 
MACH NUMBER
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 






•"XMRP - .0379 IN

YMRP -± ___ IN 
ZHRP O.0{110 IN 
DATA MIST. COD9 *CI SCALE 3.J034
 
11485-MSFt-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER- GB CN30111) 06 MAY*71 PAGE i90 















PARAMETR__ VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SETA 0.000 RiFS 1. 960 SQ.rN. 
REFL 1.3330 IN 
REFS 1.3330 
XMRe - 0.0370 IN 
YHRP 0 uj IN 
ZHRF 0 9000 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE *El SCALE .0034
 
M485-MSFC-SlC NAR HCR ORBITER GKF CN30121] 06 MAY 71 PAGE 191
 












.0 .2 0.4 •0.6 0.8 1.0 " 1.2 1.4 1.6 2.0 2.U 2.2 P.4 
MACH NUMBER
 
FARAHCTRI VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 




REFB 1 33 0 IN
XRP 0:D37C IN
 
YHRP O." otl I N 
ZMRP ED" Duo IN 
SCALE 0.0034
DATA 14IST. CODE *EI 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER GBF CN30121) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 192
 











PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
BETA 0.050 	 REFS 1.3S60 $ .IN.
 




X0RF - _ .0 70 IN 
YHRF __._a IN 
Z" F .Vljuv IN 
DATA HISr. CODE *EI 	 5A 03
 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCH ORBITER Oi3FS3 (N30131) 06 MAY 71 PAGE- 193 




















XHRF - 0.037 
YHR" °J0013 










M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER 0Bl-S3 CN30131] O6 MAY 71 PAGE 194 










z VEF C OA 





-2 . . .. ._____i 1 __.. I _______ ______ 
.0 ~~~~~ . o .~ , ,~ o XR .0310. IN2 2 . .
 
RF 1 JUDO IN
 
SCALE 0 0034DATA HIST. CODE *EI 

M485-MS C-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER OB87V02 CN30201] 06 MAY 71 PAGE 195
 
MSFC TEST 485, S-lC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 

















PARAMETRYC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
BETA 0.000 REFS 1 3960 SQ.IN,
 
REFL 2: 3330 1
 
REFB 1.3330 in
XMRP - r.-379 AN 
YMRP 0.aoaj IN 
ZMRF 9 DODD IN 
DATA MIST. CODE *EZ CL 0g3 
0485-.SFC-S1C NAR HCR ORBITER OFVD2 CN302013 06 AY 71 PAGE .2 . 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 
. .

















- .0 7 I
 REB .3ID I
 
_ _ _ _ _ 
_p
- 0 . 
~j-1.0 -
SYMBO MA HH FR1 I V U RE C O RMATION 
SIDE S L , ANGLE, BETA . DEGREESJ
 
1 ~~ .LLP BETA. DECREESALE 0.03SO ANGLE. 



















T,2 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 a a a a 0 a 2 4 6 a 10 1.2 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE-, BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
'. 06 ALFHA 0.060 REFS 1.3950 SQ°IN. 
U.:03 REFS 1 .335T0 ININ.REFL 31.0 

- D.03 I N 
1 .10, YHRP D .Javu IN 
z 1RP 
ZHRP r, voOv IN
1.200 

SCALE 0.00341.959 DATA, MIST. CODE *E 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER 0B CC30012] "OG MAY 71 PAGE 198
 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 














1 -10 a 6 -4 z a 	 0 0 a 4 6 a 0 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMSOL MAC" PARAMETRrC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.606 	 ALFHA 0.050 REFS 1,.g39S.69 





1-*001 XHRP a 70 IN
 







L 1-959 DATA HIST. CODE *E
 
M45-Sr-C-SlC NAR HCR ORBITER OB 	 CC30012) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 199 





























1.959 DATA MIST. CODE 4E 


















MSFC TEST 485, S-1C/NAR HCR ORBITER- LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 "'°~... ..... ... .. . . . I . . . . . . .I". . . . ..
o 







- -1 - a 4 2 a 0 0 D IT - 4 6 8 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
symsOc MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .6 60 .903 
LPHA . 6 U . R E F SREFL 









I.200 ZMRP 5'oo0a IN 
1 .959 DATA MIST. CODE ;E SCALE C.0034 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER OR CC30012) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 201 
NSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 
2. 
*0.5 - - -___ 







- -12a a -" - 4 a 0 0] 0 a a I 1 6 ,8 is3 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAH TRIC VALUES ,-REFERENCE INFORMATION 
O. 03 A LFHA 0. 070 "EFS . S@ .IN.
 ,3 960 

0. 00 FL " 1.333 - IN 
REFB 1 .3330 IN
 
1,004 XMRF - {.Gb?{o IN
 
1 .105 YMRP 0 -our" IN 
1,99ZMfRF 0 0900D IN 
19977 DATA MIST. CODE *rE SC'ALE 0}.{034 
M485-MSFC-S]C MAR HCR ORBITER cBr: IC30022) 06 MA-Y 71 PAGE 202 










1.00-MRF 4 -30 . 0 00 - 0 0 1 1 
1YBO.1tH PAAERHAUSRFERENCE INFOHTO 
119ZMRP U.J000 IN 
SCALE 34
1.977 DATA MIST. CODE E 

M485-1 SFC-SIC MAR HCR ORBITER OBF CC30022 06 MIAY- 71 PAGE 203
 












- 12 0 ' 6 4 2 a a a a 2 4 6 8 111 z 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL m~t" PARAMETRiC VALUE 5 , REFERENCE INFORMATION"
 
0.603 ALPHA 0.070 
 REFS 1.3960 SQ.IN.

Sao9 
 REFL 1.530 IN
 
.004 REFS 1 3330 IN

MRF - OO711
1 .10 5 
IN
l99 
 YHRP 0 . nVo IN1.977 DATA HIST. CODE E ZMRP 0.00.0 IN
SCALEFECNO34
 
MB85-MSFC-SIC MAR HCR ORBITER 
 OBP (C30022 06 MAY 71 
 PAGE 204
 
MSFC TEST 485, S-lC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 















L 10 Di A____ - -7 $ 1.90 S. 
Ld . 00.4 RF .50 
-12 -10 -a -6 4 -2 0 0 0. 0 L . . . . . .±2. 10 . 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBO0L MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHA TI ON 
0.eO3 ALPHA 0.070 OEVS t.30eSo SO.IN. 
o ga4 REFL 1.3530 IN0.90 








I\1.977 DATA MIST. CODE 4E SCALE C.0034 
M485-MSFC-SIC MAR HCR ORBITER OBF C030022) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 205
 



















m m 2.0 
m -. 5 
< 
o 0-.5- G - 4 - __ ___ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -' 1 
-5.5 - - ____ 
S 	 0. - R__L ___33 ­
-12 -$0 6 4 2 a a a 0 a a 2 4 6 a 10, 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
D.603 ALPHA 0.070 	 REFS 1.3960 30Q.14. 
REFL 1.3330 IN2-0.900 
REFB 1.3330 . IN1.004 XMRF - 0.0310 IN 
1.1405 
 YHRF 0. 00c IN 
1.199s ZMRF 0 LI000 I N 
1.7AAMS.CD E 	 MYSCALE U0034 20 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 








-- 12 -10D a8 4 - n 0 a 2 4 a I 0 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
S .SOL MACH - ARAME7RI VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a ' 902 ALPHA 0.010 REP, 1.3960 sa.IN. 
0.95 	 REFL 1.3330 IN­
0REFa 
 1.3330 in
 1o 5XNRP - .U7C IN
 




DATA FIST. CODE *E 
 SCALE 0.0034
 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER GBF (C30122) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 207 







1 - 6 2 0-8 -4 a 0 2 4 • 6 a 10 - 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION ,
 
0.9oz ALPHA 0.010 








 XMRP, 0:0379 in 
YMRP O.Oliv INZRP 0.600 in
 
DATA MIST. CODE *E 
 SAE J3
 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER GBF CC30122] 06 MAY 71 PAGE 208
 
_ _ 
*MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 





-~~~~B ___ _ E)_
m ____--.__ 






 Z~~~z9 0.200 IN____________ 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYSSOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.9uz ALPHA 0.010 REFS 1°5960 "SQ.INl. 
I°Ou5 REFL 1.3330 IN 
123REFB 1:3330 IN
 
XHRP a*. 5- N 
YMRF 9. V0c IN 
SCALE 0.0034DATA HISi. CODE *E 
M485-MSPC-SlC NAR HCR ORBITER GBr CC30122) 06 NAY 71 PAGE 209
 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL STABILITY 









..c--4 0.0 0 0 . 1 __ __ _ 
1.20D $ 
1.0 
DATA MISI. CODE *E 






























m 2.0 ___ 
13 e - 0_C 
Z.5 
- 0 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
5YIHOL HACH - PARAMTRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.902 ALPHA 0.010 REFS 1.3960 S0.IN.2 .005 R5FL 1.3330 In 
RCFB 1.3330 IN
 
XHRF - 0.0370 IN 
YmRP 0 9009 IN 




DATA HIST. CODE *E 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER GPR CC30122) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 211
 






- -10 .- - 6 4 - 2 0 0 a 4 6 0- 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMSO MACH FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a ,903 ALPHA 0.120 REFS 1 3960 $Q.IN. 
1 095 REFL 1:3330 IN
 
REFS 1.3330 IN 
XMRP - 0.037Vr IN, 
YHRP a juvo IN 
ZMRP I . goo TN 
DATA MIST. COVE *E 
1:202 

SCALE 0 .00 4 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER OB-S3 (C30132) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 212
 





-- 9 - 8 -r - 4 r- - af- -rr 4 r- a -
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.903 ALPHA 0.120 

0 OOO5 






REFS 1 3330 IN
 
0 1azXMRF 0:0312 IN 
YMRF 0 0900 IN 
ZMRF 0:00 ' IN 
DATA MIST. CODE *E $AE 3 3
 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER OBFS3 CC30132] 06 MAY 71 PAGE 213
 
t 







-1 -0 - - --4 -2 0 a0 a 2 4 6 a lo 12SIDE SLIP ANGLE- BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MAC" .PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 903 ALPHA 0 1 20 REFS 1 3960 S .IN.
 
1o005 
 REFL 1:3330 IN
 
A~r REB 1o0J3330 IN

ooRP - 00.372 IN
 
YHRF a . go IN
 
ZMRP G .ouvo IN
 
DATA MIST. COE *E 
 SCALE 0,0034
 
%1485-MSFC-SlC NAR HCR ORBI'TER OBPS3 CC301323 06 MAY 71 PAGE 214 


















. -10 -_ 6 - 4 a 0 2 4 6 a 1 0 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL 84 CM PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 







1.202 XHRP 0.0370 IN
 
yHRP a lvv 1.
 




DATA Hisr. cocE *E 
M485-MSFC-SlC NARHCR ORBITER OBFS3 (C30132) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 215 









'12 -10 - 8 6 -- -4 - 2 0 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 
SIDE "SLIP ANGLE," BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.903 ALPHA 0.120 	 REFS 1 3960 SQIN.
 









oATA MIST. CODE *E .	 SCALE 0 .0034 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER OBFS3 CC301323 06 MAY 71 - PAGE 216
 
MSFC TES[ 485 
1.5 






.. .­1.0Ovzj 0j I 
0.0Y ALHA 0.70RESCL 
1S.959 SATAMIST. CODA 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER FVD2 
DEEGREE 
(C30202] 0G MAY 71 
1.0S.IN 
PAGE 217 












22 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4.• - 0. a 0 a a 0 8 1to 12 
SIDE-SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYmaOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.607 ALPHA 0.* 70 REFS 1.3960' s1.IN­





00O3 XHRF a0.330[ IN 
.:IVZ YHRP 0, "LDV IN 
21. CODE SETA.ADE E.959SATA BIST. ZMRF 0 ., DUDf iN 
M485-SFC-5C NAR HCR ORBITER OBrVD2 06 MAY 71 EC30202CPAGE 218
 
















-$2 -10 -8 -0 46 - 0 0 0 2 4 6 0 0 12 
- SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL NACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.607 ALPHA 0,070 REFS 1.3960 SQ.1H. 
0.901 REEL 1333a IN 
REFB. 1.3330 IN 
XHRP 9.0170 IN 
1.102 YIRF 0.O 910 IN 
1.20± ZHRP- 02.00D IN 
SCALE .O0341.959 DATA HI T. COE * 

m485-SFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER ORFV02 (C30202) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 219
 

















lz -10 -8 -6 --4 2 0 0 0 0 a 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION , 
U.:0 7 ALPHA V.UTV REFS 1 396D SQ.IN. 
.9l REFL 1:3330 IN 
REFS 1.3330 IN 
1:003 XMRP - 0.370 IN 
1.102 YMRF a 9300 IN 
I.Zol ZMRP 0.9000 IN 
n 1959 DATA HIST. CODE *E 
SCALE j,DD34 
M485-MSFC-SlC NAR HCR ORBITER OBFVD2 (C30202) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 220 














SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETFIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.607 ALFHA 0.070 
 REFS 1.3960 soam. 
0.901 
 RM F 1.3330 IN 
0 1:003 REFS 1,3330 INXMRF - a 370 IN1 *102 YM R P 0 . 000 I N ." 
1.aa 1 zmffp 0 voo IN 
1.959 DATA HIST. CODE *E SAE J03 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER 
 OBFV02 CC302021 06-MAY 71 PAGE 221
 














m -. 08 -___ 	 _ _ ____ 
L)Q: .220 .3 
o -o3 -. 2 
>.~ -. 1 .. . . . . .	 __ 
< -. 26 
.0 z 0.4 0.6 G.8 1.0 1.2 41.8 	 .0 V.2 Z.4 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- 2.000 ALPHA 0.060 REFS 1.3960 SQ.IN. 







 XMRP 0 1. 0370 

4:000 	 YMRF O. 003 IN
 
6.o0 	 ZMRP .0 0 IN
 
CL 0.a.8.000 DATA HIST. CORE *EIG 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR.ORBITER 013 	 CH30012) 06 MAY 74 PAGE 222 













-. 6 . 0..1.122 
Li 
- 0. 0 
.. 
REFL 1.3_0___ 
. 00 LH .6 EF .90 S .N 








0 .000 DATA MIST 
. 
CODE *CIO 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER 08 CH300i2) 
ZMRP 
SCALE 






MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 
___
.0-I 	 w00_ 
n! 	 .00. . . 
.000 
rn .000Q: 
uiLr0 ___ ___ ______ __ _"_ 
( -005 t ],[­




















o 	 .- 70 
-. 0750.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 L.2 1.4 1.6 1.$ 2.0 2.2 Z.4 
MACH NUMBER
 
REFERENCE INFORHATIONSYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
- ALPHA 0.0600.000 	 REFS 1.3960 so.IN. 
REFL 1.3330 IN 
a uo000 REFS 1"3330 I
 
* 4.000 	 XHRP - 0.0270 IN 
YNRP 0 D00 IN4.000 
L 6.000 SCALE .. 0034

B 0.000 DATA MIST. CODE *EIG
 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER OP 	 CH30012) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 224
 
MSFC TEST 485, S-lC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 














.-. .4 0 .6 0 8 1 .0 1 . 2 1 .4 1 .6 1.8 R .2 2 4 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 0.00 ALPHA 0.060 REF S 1.3960 So.IN.
 




XHRP - 051,7 IN
H"RP 0.000
YHRF B javi IN
 
DATA IST CODE EI SCALE 0.0034
 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER" 06 CP30012D 06 MAY -71 PAG E 225 
















-D.5z XMR i 






MAHNMBR . . REFERENCE IORAIONo 8-.0 -- ___ HCN ORBITER ce _______ 0MY7 PG . 2 $04000 ICVAALEUES
BETAPARAET.R
@yHBOL ~ DAT MIST. COD~ETI VAUSREEECE5FR1
 
O 0.-00F H.06 REAY .PAGE 2Q.




MSFC TEST 485, S-iC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 

















< -. 06 
f -. 08 
th 







DC -. 32_ 
_ 
.30. .2 0.4 0.6 -3.6 1.0 1.2 1.4 L.6 1.8 2.0 2.Z 2.4 
SYMBOL BETA FARA14ETRIC .VALUES MAHNUBRREFERENCE INFORMATION 
S2.000 ALPHA 0,070 REFS. 1.Z960 SQ. IN. 
0.OO0 . R-FB I ,3530 _ Z.0 E L 1. $ IN0XRP - -:1_70 1 
D] 4.000 YHRF 000 IN
 
L\ 6,00 ZMRF J.0000 IN
 
9.000 DATA MIST. CODE *EIG SCALE 1.0034 
M465-MSFC-SIC MAR HCR ORBITER PF CH30022) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 227
 



















_2°~~0 , ~... . . . . .i . . 1.4 1.6 1.8 R.0 Z°Z k4 
: MACH NUMBER',. 
SYMBOL BETrA "PARA ETrIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
_ 2.000
.4REFL ALPHA 0.070 ""REFS 1 39603330 SQ *IN.IN 
.REFS 1.3330 IN 
0 2.000 XHRF - 0.370 IN 
4.000 YHRP t.OOvv IN 
ZHRP -. 0000 iN 
8.000 DATA MIST. CODE * 2o1 CALC 0.0034 
M485-MSFC-SIC MAR HCR ORBITER OBF CH30022) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 228 













*C. 000 ALH __.07__ REF 1.96 S__N 
- - .5 ALH___._ ________ 960 $___N 
SYMOL ETPAAHER VALESREF RENCE 3 INFONT 
0 *.000 XHRP 0.0579 IN 
4,0006-.02 
YMRPZHRP 0.130005.Va00 ININ 
8.000 DATA MIST. CODE *EGSCLO003 
M485-MS5FC-S1C MAR HCR ORBITER a BF CH30022] 06 MAY 71 PAGE 229 
____ ____ 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 
6.5 ____ 
C) 6.0 ____ _____________ 





SCAL 0.0 , 34 ___ 
1 . 0 .2 .4 I. B ID 1 . 1 .2 1 .4 1 .6 1 .8 Z . 0 2 . Z 2 .4 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0.000 ALPHA 0.079 REFS 1.39so "SQ.IN, 
REFL 1.3330 IN 






ZMRF 0 lfloD IN
 
DATA MIST. CODE *EI SAE 3
 
M485-MSFC-S1C MAR HCR ORBITER OK (P30022) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 230
 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LATERAL-DIRECTIONALSTABILITY
 









0.2 0.4 0.6 f).8 1.0 1 .2 3.4 "1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 
M4ACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 	 .009 ALPHA 0.070 REFS 1.3960 SQ.IN. 
REFL 1.3330 IN 
1:3330
R EFB - -IN
o RF OC70 IN 
YMRP 0.0000 IN 
2MRF .Dnoo IN 
BAIA MIST. CCCE . *EI CL 0 
M485-MSFC-SIC MAR HCR ORBITER OBF CP30022)- 06 MAY 71 PAGE 231
 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 
uj 










. -.- - __ __ "_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ 











- -. 28 
-32
 
- 4 .J-. . .. &tJ... . .4 4 .4...L.. t . .L.4 . -L l t .. , , ,.. . ,L k4. , J...L 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.S 2.0 2.2 2.4 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRrC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 - u.o ALPHA 0.010 REFS 1.S960 SQ.IN. 
0.000 . REFL 1.3330 IN 
2-0XHRP- 0.037 IN 
4.000 YHRP 0 Oou.j IN 
- o0 ZHF 0 3000 IN 
2 
;& . DATA MIST. CODE *EIg8 SCALE 0.004 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER Ge (H30122) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 232 
MSFC TEST 485, S-iC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
Lrr 
Ld 0.0 






















IST. CODE *E__ 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 1.3960 SQ.IN, 
REFL 1.3330 IN 
REFB, 1.3330 IV 
HRP - .U37C IN 
YHRP O.C09 IN 
ZNRP 0.17000 IN 
SCALE 0.0034 
,.485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER GBF {H30122) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 233 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 
,n .000 _________ 
u- .0000 ­
ati2 .0002 ____ ____ ____ ____ 
-. 0004 
- -. 0012 
o -. 0010 
















.00 :0 * ,,.i REF _._ L.O330 in___ I 
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 
MACH- NUMBER 
Sfl430L OETA2-2.000 ALPHA PARAMETR$C 0.010 VALUES RErERENcE IN;ORMATION R.ErS 1.3960 - $Q.IN. 








4.00a YHRP .. 0000 IN 
6.000ZR 00 I 
8.000 DATA MIST. CODE *EIG SCALE 0.0034 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER GBF CH30122) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 234 

















SYMBOL VE TA PARAMETRrC VALUES "REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 D.000 ALPHA 0. 01 0 REFS 1.3960 *H 
• 	 REFL 1.3 33 IN 
REFS 1.3a3a IN 
XMRP - Ozl in 
o ,  

YMRF 0.0190 IN 
ZMRP 3.vno ru 
DATA MIST. CODE *EI SAE 03 
M4B5-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER GBF CP301223 06 MAY 71 .PAGE 235 










2 2 .41.8 2 0 













sYMBOL BETA REFS 1 3960 SGoIN. 
0 .01 0








1 .33U in 
XHRP a . 037C IN 1 ,O 90
D .
Y H R P D3
5AE 

DATA HIST. CODE EI 

PAGE 236
GBr P30122) 06 MAY 7!' 
M485--MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER 

____ 











_ _ I__ __ i_ 
> --. 02 
_ _ _ __ __ _ I 
_13 
C-.1 




)' -. 22 
Li 






-. 34 1.4 ___ 1._1_.__. 
_ 2._Z. 




9YI190L BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
2.000 A REFL 1.330 IN 
GD ODoRMF 1.3330 INZ. u 
 XmRF 0:0.310 IN 
_ "00ymRF Vnorc in
.0U9 ZHR 2 .000 . n 
6-2.0 SCALE 0.0.4 
.OoD DATA NZS. CODE *EIG 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER OBFS3 tH30132) OS MAY 71 PAGE 237
 
















0 -.0.0 OZ 0.4 0.6 0.8"* 1.0 1.2 1.4 1,6 1 a 20 2.2 24 
MACH NUMBER
 
S .BOL BE TA FARAMETP:C VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
-2.000 ALFMA 0.120 REFS 1.3960 SQ.IN.R&FL 1:353M IN
0.000 







6 DUD ZRp vv,UO IN 
8,000 DATA MIST. CODE *EG SCALE 0.0034 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER 08FS3 CH30132] 06 MAY I PAGE 238
 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 
.0I b l j I Il I 1 IJ 1Im I I I I 
LJ

1:! .000 	 ____ ____ __ ___ 
ODD 
I-t, .000_____ 	 _________ _________
.oo
 



























-. 	 -. 03 0 _.___I XMRF 
o 	 -. 04 O _ fH_IN a O 
CD06 -. ZHR____OZ 
z". 80 CT ZT CD EGSAE 003 
-j .5 F -_CNHR R__ 06HY7 __3CH03? PG 3 
I- M 0S NEL H ORBITE CM
 
F\ 0.000 ATPA HIT °COE EI 
 SCAE 1.90034IN
 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 












u 0.5 i 
0.0 
-1.0' 0.2 0.4 0,6 0.8 1.0 1.1 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 
MACH NUMBER 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0+000 ALPHA. 0.120- REFS 1 3960 S0.1N. 
REFL 1:3330 IN 




a .____ _ 
1N 
IN 
DATA HIST. CODE *EI SAE 003
 
M485-MSFC-SlC NAR HCR ORBITER 08TS3 (P30132) 06 MAY 71. PAGE 240
 










-20. oa2 0.4 0.6 B.S. 1.0 1.Z 1.4 1.6 1.3 2.0 . ° 
ACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL" BETA PARAMETR'C VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C) o0.00 ALPHA 0.120 	 REFS 1.3960 SG.IN. 






TMRP :U Q IN
 
-ZHRP 	 9.000 1 
XNRP -

DAA 016t. CODE *EI 	 SCALE 0.04 
M48.5-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER OK2S3 (P30132) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 241
 






























_j -. 28_ 
-. 3 





_ _ _ 
. 



















M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER OBFVD2 "(H30202) 06 MAY 7t PAGE 242 
____ 



















1.2 1.4 $.6 18 ..0 2 2 24I.2 0.4 , 0.6 0 8 10 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL BE TA PARAMETRTC VALUES "REFERENCE INFORMATION 
2 .000 ALPHA D.0T7 - REFS 1.3960 $0. 1N. 




2.000 XMRP - 0.0370YMPF 0 0l3 IN4.4 D 




8.000 DATA MIST. CODE *EIG 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER OBcVD2 CH30202] 06 MAY 71 PAGE 243
 




















-060. D 0.4 0.6 0.6 J.D . 1. 4 1. .8" Z.D z. 2.4 
MACH NUMBER . 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S2.OO0 
.00B 






2.00a REFSXRP 1o. 330U.0 7  IN  
10 4.003 Y0RP 0 o IN 
o.-. o ZRP OOO IN 
4170 DATA MIST. CODE *ESAE 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER DPFV02 CH30202) 06 MAY'T1 PAGE 244
 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 











LLI 3.0 ____ ____ ________ _ ___ 
0 
2.0 _ __ _ _ _ ­
1 .5 
0 . .2 4 j.6 0.8 1.0 1 2 1.4 1.6 . 0 L __ 2 2 2.4 
MACH NUMBER
 
5YMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIONO 0.000 ALPHA 0.070 REFS 1.3960 SG.IN. 
REFL 11:!330g IN 
REFS 1, 330 IN 
YMRF 1.9o00 IN
 
ZHRP ., ODUO IN
 
DATA MIST. CODE *EI 
 SCALE 0.0054
 
P485-MSFC-SlC NAR HCR ORBITER 05FVO2 (P30202) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 245 











REF I 350 I 
- 5 .. 0Z70 I 




DATA MIST. CODE 
 #EI SCAL_ 0:0 34
 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORBITER - OFVD2 CP30202) -O6 MAY 71 PAGE 246 












c~ I. D HF D.Oe 
SYMBOL HACH FARAMETR'C VALUES REFERiENCE INFORMATION 
0.600 0.009, REFS 1.3960 SQIN.
 
0.D EFL 1 3330 1N
 
. 0REFB 
 1.3330 IN 
.000 XMRP - 03rl IN 
R .200 yMRP 9.0000 IN
 
SCALE 0.0934
F' .960 DATA MIST. CODE *EI'CH 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORB. FIN INCREM2NT 09 CA3001 0) OG MAY 71 -PAGE 247 



















-12 -4 z a 2 4 i 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMOOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
U.600D.0 REFS 1.3960 SQ.ZN. 






1.0DXMRF - 0.03to IN
 
l 1.00YHRF D.javi IN
 
• .Zoo ZMRP 0 -)000 IN
 
SCALE D.0034I-S960 DATA HIST. CODE *al#Cm 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORB. FIN INCREMENT OB CAS0010] 06 MAY 71 PAGE 248 









o - - - - - - - -----­
-" 
o.- -0 0 0 2 4 10 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA., DEGREES
 
SYMBOL WACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.00REFS 1.39eo Sd. 




 1".3330 in 
1-90 XS - 0,0,IJ IN 
Li .10a YMRP , 00UCO IN 
1.200 ZNRF uJUUO ZN 
~ 1.960 DATA MIST. CODE *EI* M SCALE t0U34 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORB. FIN INCREMENI OB CA30010) O MAY 71 PAGE 249 



















.o960 DATA MIST. CODE *EZ*CM 






























Lii- -2 .0z 
I­
z-A.0II 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SY.U OL MACHf PARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENC INFORMATION
E 

a.Dgoo D REF"L 1.3330 I

- - - - - -N REF 1 333-
Y R P 0 .00.)O INq
 




1.960 DATA MIS.T. CODE ' *EI*CM SCALE C.034 
485-MSFC-SlC NAR HCR O3RB. FIN INCREMENI OB CA3001O) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 2b1
 











-2.5 - 6 4 2 0 	
-8-6 -1
 
INCREMENTAL PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, OCLM
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.60 vD 0.000 REFS 1 3960 I.ZN
 
a.D 	 REFL. 1:3330 I
 
REFS" I. 3330 IN
00,0D 
 XMRP - .0.03?11 IN 
I.100 	 YHRP V.0000 IN
 
1.ap 0HR90 00 IN 
I g6u DATA MIST. CODE *EI*CH 0 03ML 

M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORB. FIN INCREMENT 0B CA30010) 06 MAY 7f" PAGE 252
 
I. Il j 111 1MSFC TEST 485. S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- FIN LOAD, LONGITUDINAL STABILITY




















a 0 2 4 a to1
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
SYMBOL ACO P AETRIC VALUCS 
oo9 
 0.000 REFCRENCE INFORMATION 
!:poa EFS L.3960 so.IN. 
1.209 REFL 1 3!30D NREFO L:3-30 IN
XMRP - 0 '0370 IN 
YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZHRP 5O00CATA MIST. COD 4EI c H IN AL 0. .o 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORB. F1IN 
INCREMLNT OBSI 
 A30G30) 06 MAY 71 
 PAGE 253
 











- 2 . . ...- . . .- - - . -----. 
-12 -to -- - 2 4 6 to 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAHETR.-C VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
. 900 O .O D RE S .3950 SO .IN.
 
1.000 REfL 1.:3330 IN
 
REFS 1 3330 IN
1.0 
 1.0DXMRP 0.93TO IN 
YMRp 0 ,ov0 IN 
ZHRF 0.00aa IN 
DATA MIST. CODE *sI*CH CL 00 
M485-MSFC-SlC NAR HCR ORB. FIN INCREMENT OBS1 CA300303 06 MAY 71 PAGE 254 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- FIN LOAD, LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 
0.9 










,a - 2o.ta _ 0 6 4 a 0 4 6 is1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACN FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
D0 -00 REPS 1.3960 so.1N. 
19 REFL 1.3330 IN 
" R EFB 1 5 30 IN 
V 1.200 F U930 I 
YMRF . 00070 IN 
YMRF .aaav IN 
DATA MIST. COVE *EI*CH CL 003
 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORB. FIN INCREMENT OBSI CA30030) O6 MAY 71 PAGE 255 




















S -10 a 6 4 2 	 2 4 6 8 10 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETPIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.900 D.01N 	 REFS 1 3960 SQ.IN. 
• 	 1.000 REFL 1:33 30 1N 
REFB 1 o333U IN 
1.200 
 XHRP a 0. ? INu 
YMRF rQDua IN 
ZMRF v .0D0 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE *EICM 	 CL 0D3 
M-485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORB. FIN 'INCREt.ENT OBS1 CA30030] 06 MAY- 1 PAGE 256
 









ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMOOL MAC" PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 












IMRP 0 J009 IN 
ZMRP .Ovuv IN 
DATA HIST. CODE *gI {m SCALE U.0034 
iv485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORB."-FIN INCREMENT OBSI (A300301 06 MAY 71 PACE 257 






0.5 ______ _____ 
LtIK 




INCREMENTAL PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, OCLM
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
.0.9au 0.000 REFS 1.3960 SQ.IN.
 
BoOO REFL 1 333's IN
 REF0 1._ 0 IN 
evaD XMRP aD. 37U IN 
YHRP- a Juv IN
 
DATA MIST. CODE *EI*CK CL 03
 
-485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR-ORB, FIN INCREMFNT OBSI CA300303 06 MAY 71,. PAGE 258
 













_ _7C H.0 I 
-jB 13 0 I
 
-CO HF - .3C Z
 
zHF D PD I 
0 P ODPO I 
C ATA_ T._____ C CAE__  ,0 
RR___FIINCREENT_ 71
M4 50.5 -S____RH ____A_0_0]__O__AY AGE 25 
ANGLEMR AL ATTACK 0F
ANGR
 
M48-MFCSl NAFL OR.FNICEET05 AN00' A 1 PG1.C53 5 










12 -10 - 8 - 6 -4 -2 a 0 a0 2 4 6 a la 1 r 
•ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MAC PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 1.3960 SG. IN.0 900 0.000 
1.000 REFL -1.3330 1 N 
ReFe 1.3533 •. XMRP - 0.0370 1 NA 1 .2"D 
YRP J.0000 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE *EI*Gm SCALE 0.0034
 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORB.-FIN INCREMENT 08S2 [A3005"03 06 MAY 7- PAGE 260 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- FIN LOAD, LONGITUDINAL STABILITY





Ld 	 r 
a-) 
x 	 __ 
0.4 	 ____________-< 
O O-10 - - . -	 0 _ _ _ ____ ___0 1_ 
z 
0.2 
12 -10 - a -4 4 2 00 	 10 1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYhBOL mAC$ PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.900 0*00 	 REFS 1.396D S0IN.
000 	 REFL 1.3330 IN
 
000 	 REFS 1.330 IN 
XMRF - 0.0379 1N 
ZMRP J 3000 IN 
DATA MIST, CODE *EI*CH SCALE t..0034
 
vBg3- SFC-SIC NAR HCR ORB. FIN INCREMENT OBS2 CA3000O) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 261
 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- FIN LOAD, LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 










ItC L MC ARMTI AUE EEEC INOMT N 
ItI 
D.9D
O. 0 RP D.3960: SIN . 
ZMRP .Vvov IN 
SCALE ".0034DATA MIST. CODE *EZ*CH 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORB. FIN INCREMI:NT OBS2 CA30050) OG MAY,71 PAGE 2G2
 
--









Lii 2. a_ 
-4___ __1__ __ __ __ a 	 6 
- -4.5 
AN4GLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETR!C VALLES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0o90* .00!T 	 RFS 1 396, SO ,; N, 
REFL 1:350 1 " 
1.5uo 
REFS t. 30 IN1 .290 
Y'RP r goov IN 
Z'RP 0 0 o IN 
SCA ' 0 ."34DATA MIST. CODE *EZ*CM 

485-SFC-SIC NAR HCR ORB. FIN INCREMENT OBS2 CA30050) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 263. 



















IV51 a 6 4 2 "0 0 0 -2 -4 -6 - L1 
INCREMENTAL.PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. OCLM
 
SYMBOL MAC" PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.900 0.000 REFS 1.3960 SO.IN,
 







XHR F - U.G37 11 IN 
YMRP v DUCH) IN
Z0R " ,:go " IN 
SCALE U.00a4
DATA MIST. CODE *EI*CM 

M485-MSFC-SIr NAR HCR ORB. FIN INCREME:NT OBS2 [A30050) 06 MAY 71 PAGE- 264
 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- FIN LOAD, LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 

























- 1.0 10 ­
_ _ --_ _ - 2 0_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __Z 
ANGLE OF ATIACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
REFER NCE INFOR ATON 
SY BOL ACH PARAMETRIC VALUE S 
.960 S 0.ZN. 
09 - .00 0 1 .3 3 0 I N 
REFS 
0 R E F SREFL 1.33 0 N 
1 0001 .5 Z O 
YRP -130 S1IN 
ZMRP a. 00 INiMCL , t.0000z 
DATA HISf. CODE *EI*CN .ALE P.0034 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR [ICR ORB. FIN INCREM7CNT ORVDl CA300701 06 MAY 71 PAGE 265
 










Z -a 7 a 
_24_V 
RES I I
 1.20_ _u 
- -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 -2E 0 2 4 6 8 ±0 Ia
 
-o BEGREES 
_____ IANGLE OF ATACK. ALPHA. 0 0000 
SyMOOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .900 0.000 REFS 1.3960 S.IN. 
1ODREFL 1.3330 1i42REFS 
 O.:57 IN 
1000 a01000 IN 
SCALE 0.0034
DATA HIST. CODC *EZ*C 

M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORB. FIN INCREMENT OBVDI CA30070) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 266
 












0.1 	 __ _ 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SrMaOL MACH FARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a0.000 	 ~RS 1.3960 $.N 
1:000 	 REFL 1.3330 IN




YHRF O.UOa IN 
ZMR j vO0 IN 
SCALE u.0034DATA Misr. CCDE *EI*C 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORB. FIN INCREMENT OBV01 CA30070) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 267 









0.5(if0.2 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 	 _ _ 
z 
C-­





O 0 -8 -6 4 -2 	 0 a 4 6 a Lo 12 
ANGLE OF ATIACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 RFeERENCC ON .ATZON 
0.GOO.DOREs 
 1.3960 SQ.IN.









CA TA HISF. C E *EI*CH 	 CL uO 
%1485-MSFO-SIC NAR HCR ORB. FIN INCREMENT OBVOI CA30070) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 268
 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR.ORBITER- FIN LOAD, LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 





2 - a 6 04 2 0 a 0 2 4 6 a lo 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
sy.DCL MACH PARANCTR IC VALUCS REFERENCE INFORMArION 
Sago 0.00D REF$ 1.3960 SR.IN. 
S 1.000 INREFL 1:3330 1.1.REF .30 

1.ODXHRP - 0.Q79 IN
 
z Rp r 0000 IN
 
VATA NIST..COVE *EI;cm SCALE 0:. a34
 
;'185- SFC-SIC NAP HCR'ORB. FIN INCREMENT OBVD01 A30070) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 263
 











IS 4 	 a -2 - 4 6-1 --
INCREMENTAL PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, DCLM
 
SYMBOL MACH PAPAMETR.-C VALUES 	 REFERENCE IN FORMATION 





yHRF 0:0310 	 1IN 
0.0p 0.0004 
DATA MIST. COPE *EI*CH 
 SAE .5
 
VzB5- 'SFC-S]C NAR HICR ORB. FIN INCREMENT OBVDI CA30070) O6 MAY 71 PAGE 270
 
MSFC TEST 485. S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- FIN LOAD, LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 













-12 -10 - -4 a 0 a 2 4 6 a in 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MAC" FARAMETRIZ VALUES "REFERENC INFORMATIONE 

U .9noa D.ODO 
 REFS 1 3960 SOIN.
 
1.000
 no REFBL 1.3__1. 3 Io
'N
 
1. 00XMRP - 0 v{3 liN 
YHRPF .3bO N1 
7, , :NZRp J100 

DATA MIST. CODE *El Cm 
 SCALE i .034 
v485-MSFC-S1C NAR HCR ORD. F1N INCREMENT OGVD2 [A30090) OG MAY 71 'PAGE, 271
 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- FIN LOAD, LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
1o~~~~~~r 1 J 
 , r rJ.r,-














RS.ODDE 91. 34 
DATA HIST. CODE " *EI*CH S A E 0 3 
Y485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORB. F1N INCREM--NT OBV02 CA30090D 06 MAY 71 PAGE 272 










12 -10 - a - 6 -4 -2 a a 0 2 4 	 6 8 10 z 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFEREENCE INFORMATION 
1,-9000 	 REFL 1.3330 IN 
REFS 1 33ju IN 
XMRP - 0,037v IN 
YMRP 0 09OU 1. 
ZMRF 0000D IN 





M485-,'SFC-SIC NAR HCR ORB. FIN INCREM:NT OBVD2 (A30090) 06 MAY 71 PACE 273 
















S0. -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 a -2 4 6 0 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 -900 0.000 REFS 2.3960 SQ.IN. 
1.0_ REFL 1.3330 IN
 
1.Zoo REFS 1 *a3a IN 






DATA MIST. CODE *EI*CM SCALE 0.0034
 
X485-V.SFC-S1C NAR HCR ORB. FIN INCREHENT OBV02 (A30090) 06 MAY, I': PAGE 274 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- FIN LOAD; LONGITUDINAL STABILITY.
 



















DATA MIST., CODE *EI*CM 

Y485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORB. FIN INCREMENT OBVD2 CA30090] O6 MAY 71 PAGE 275
 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- FIN LOAD, LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 
2.0 __ _ __ __ __ _ _ 
















0 a 0 2 4__0 - -
INCREMENTAL PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. OCLM
 
SYMBOL MACM PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.g00 0.000 REFS 1.3960 50.1N. 
BUD RCFL 1 3330 1. 
REFS 1,3 IN 
1 XMRF - O.G370 IN 
YHRP !'.0000 IN 
ZHRP 1.1.000D IN 
DATA MIST. CODE *CI*Cfl SCALE J.0034 
Y485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORB. FIN INCREMENT OBV02 (A30090) 0O0 MAY 71 PAGE 276
 
MSFC TEST 485, S-1C/NAR HCR ORBITER- FIN LOAD, LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 
2 le 4 










 Z R 0 I0 .0 R __B _ _____,  N___ 
DiR - -: I
C ___ __ ____P___ ___ 
ZHP QOD
 
2AAHS. D EZCSAE 
 b03
 




MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- FIN LOAD, LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 









u -- 5 
- 0 
-- _10 - - - 6 4 a a 2 4 6 a in 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHIA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 







I ,3330 IN 
20X'RPF U .,31.1 IN 
YHRp r ING.' 00 
zHRP 1 noun IN 
DATA HIST. CODE *EI*C SCALE . 0034 
v-485-YSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORB. FIN INCREMENT G8 CA301103 OG MAY 71 PAGE 278
 
MSFC TEST 485, S-lC/NAR HCR ORBITER- FIN LOAD, LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 
d0.9 u| 




o~~ ____4__ ..0____ 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYHBOL MACH FARANETR!C VALUES REFERENCE INFORNATION 
0 900 BETA 0.000 REFS 1 3960 $0. 1N. 
1:.000 REFL 1,:333, 1 N 
t20REFR 1 .3330 1 N 
0 120XHRF 
- - 0.03111 1 H 
YmRF 0.090a IN' 
ZMRP J oDo I N 
CATA PIST. CODE *EI 5 *05 






















it. 0.- a .4 2a2J_ 
06--N O T K L .
 






 aAC iARAuTR3 ION
 
ZMRF 0 ndoo TN 
DATA MIST. CODE ' *rlC SCALE 0 .0034 
r485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORB. FIN INCREMENT GB CA301IO) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 280
 








1- a-B 6 - 4 - 2 0 0 2 4 6 a 10 1a 
ANGLE OF ArTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES .
 
SYMBOL MAC" ARAM TgrC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
O ,O O CBT. 0.00- REFS 1.3960 SQZN.
 
1,000 
 REFL I333P_ IN 
R FB 1:3330 IN
 




ZR p -. o 00 IN
 
DATA .ST, 0O *E 
 SCALE 0.003, 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORB. FIN INCREMENT GR CA3OllO) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 281
 










-2 .5 L L L . . . 
8 6 4 2 0 0 0 - 2 - 4 - 6 -B8 -±0 
INCREMENTAL PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. OCLM
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION' 
1.900 BETA, 0.000 REFS 1 *3960 sa*In.
 
1.090 REFL 1.3330 IN 
n 
REFB 1.3 33 IN 1.Zo XHRP - 0 70 1 
yHRF jODUOO IN 
ZMRF ..0000 IN 
SCALE 0.0034
.DATA MIST. CDE *I*C 
-X485-MSFC-SIC NMA HCR ORB. FIN.INCREMENT GB CA30110) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 282
 
c-3 









" 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 L.4 1.6 i.a 2.0 2o 2Z.4 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC
-0.50 VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIONREFS 13960 $0.1 N. 
REFL 1 !330 IN 
RF .;333,0 IN 
y mP - D ODDt I N 
ZMRP $.Qovo IN 
DATA MIST. CODE *EI cm SCALE 0.0034 
M485-MSFC--SlC NAP HCR ORB. FIN INCREhENT OB CA3001O3 0G MAY 71 PAGE 283
 















LI • 02 04 Q.6 0.8 -1.0 ioi" 1.4 -1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 
~MACH-NUMBER
 
FARAMET IC VALUES REFERENCE.INFORMATION
 
0,000 REFS 1.3960 SQ.jNo
0RFL 	 1.3330 IN
 
• 	 REFS 1.333C IN
 
,XMRF 0,0370 IN





DATA MIST. COPE *EI*CM 

M485-MSFC-SlC NAR HCR ORB. FiN INCREMENr 0B CA30010) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 284
 









0M.5 _ _ _ _ _ _ 
0 
-i 
u 0 .0 
-V,
 






0.0 06 0 .8 1.0 i.e 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 
MACH! NUMBER 
PARAHETFIC VALUES REFERENCE 3NFORNAT1ON 
Li.000 REPS 1.3960 $Q.IN. 
REFL 1.3330 IN 
REFO 1.3330 IN 
YNRF L000 IN 
ZMRP n00 IN 
EATA MIST. CODE *EIsC H SCAE 0.0034 
Y485-MSiC-SIC NAR HCR ORB. FIN INCRE:IENT OS1 . A30030) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 285 
MSFC.TEST 485, S-iC/NAR HCR ORBITER- FIN LOAD, LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 
a ~ J lI4. i l . . l l l I l J 




0. 0. 0. - . . . -I. . . . . . . 
a 
0~EF 
_____ 1:33 IN____ 
-a - 0__70 I 
REFI 30 I 
11 RPF0 120 IN
 
YZHRF 0. j0u IN 
DATA MIST. CCDE EI#CM SCALE ':.J034 
Y,485-YS C-SIC NAR HCR ORB. FIN INCREMENT OBSI CA300303 06 MAY 71 PAGE 286
 













PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.009 	 REFS 1.3960 SQ.IN.
 
REFL 1.3330 IN
REF0 1 3330 IN
 




SCALE ": 00 4
 DATA MIST. CODE *EI#CM 

v485-JvSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORB. FIN INCREMENT GBS2 [A30050) US MAY 71 PAGE 287 











'%.a' 0.2 0.4 0.6 D+a 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.000 REFS 1 . 960 SQ. rN. 




- -2037U 1 N in 
ZMRP 3.000a in 
DATA MIST. CODE *Eitcm SCALE j.0034 
".485-MSFC-SlC NAR HCR ORB. FIN INCREMENt OBS2 [A30050) 06 MAY i! PAGE 288
 
C 















-- 0. 0 -0 2 V 4 7 6 9 0 1 0 . .2 1 4 1 6I a . . . 
XR - - 3370 IN 
YWRF good IN 
DATA MIST. CODE *EI mH SCALE 0.0034
 
Y,485-MSFC-SlC NAP HCR ORR. FIN liNCREhENT" apm.I CA30070) O6-MAY'71 PAGE "289
 






U-i - S~EF _ _ __ _ 1433 IN___ 
C3 ­
-MR 0 - 00 I 
- 4- _______-____C__N__MBER 
- REEECPAAETI LE INOMTO 
.CAE 0 .34 I
DAAMS.CD E'm 

M485-MSFC-SlC NAR HCR ORB-.FIN INCREMENT OBVDI C^30070) 06 MAY ,1 -PAGE ,290 














REFS 1 2.3 I 
DD REFS I.3f60 S0.IN. 
REFL 1.3330 ZN 
REr8 1.3330 IN 
XHRP - 0:0370 IN 
YHRF i.ubu IN 
ZmRF 1. 0000 IN 
DATA HIST. CODE *I*Lm4 SCALE 0.0034 
W485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORB. FIN INCREAENT OBVD2 CA300S0) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 291 
MSFC TEST 485, S IC/NARHCR ORBITER- FIN LOAD, LONGITUDINAL STABILITY 
I I" 
cr 
S 4 , .1 -
Lj 
C 




















X,8- '-0.05SF-$2 Sl NA HCR Z,4" .FI.-NTCRMN0NN.4C 06B.FIN..NRHN-8D-A30.00 -10 YD (A30,0903 6 'MAY01' T,r 'AG 222.2PAG22. o 














-­ . 0 .4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.; 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAETIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA 0.0oQ REFS 1.3960 SQIN. 
REFL 1.3330 1 N 
REFS 1o1330 In 
XMRP 0.0370 IN 
YHRF C.ODUG IN 
ZHRP 1 0000 IN 
DA S COC ESC ALE 0.0034. 
P485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORB. FIN INCRENENT GB CA3011G) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 293
 






















u0. 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 
MACH NUMBER
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA 0.000 	 REFS 1.3960 SQ.lN. 
REFL 1.3330 IN 
REFa 1.3330 IN 
XNRP - 0.0370 IN 
YMRP El.0000 INZHRP 3.0000 IN 
SCALE 0.0034 
DATA "EST. CODE *EI*C 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAP HCR ORB. FIN INCREt;ENT GB (A301-10) O MAY 7-1 PAGE 294 






















PARAMETRIC VALVES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1.000 	 REFS 1.3960 SQ.IN. 
REFL 1.3330 1N 
REFS 1 333R] IN 
.MRp OU TD IN 
YHRP DOOR In 
ZMRP 2:0000 IN 
'DATA MIST. CODE *EI*CMF 	 SA D 3 
!'485-MSFC-SIC MAR HCR ORB. FIN INCREMENT OB C133001 0) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 295 























-0.0 0.2 .0. 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 Z.4 
C=	 MACH NUMBER
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.000 	 REFS 1 3960 S0.IN. 




XHRF - 0 0349 IN
 
YHRF :90,0 IN 
Z",pP .Doug IN 
DATA. IST. CODE *EI*CMF SCALE 0.0034
 
HCR ORB. FIN INCREMENT 	 130010) 1I 29
0.485-MSFC-SIC NA 	 . 6 MAY .PAGE 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 















5 1.0 _F__._60 $__N 
-0.5 0.____ 0. .9 10, 19 . 16 1. .0 2 . 
MAH UME
 
FAAERCVLE E H SAE EEEC003 NOMTO0.0HS.C 
0,0 ES1.90 S .M
 
L - rEL L330 I 
REF 1.5330 IN__
oNR -0~ 057c IN 
2 y CqoO i 




U.' -. F -I A C OB I NRhN BC301) A 1 PG0 9
 




















a 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 __.B 2.0 2.2 2.4 
MACH NUMBER
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORPATION 
0.000 	 REFS 1.3960 SO. IN. 
REFL 1.3330 IN 
REFB 1.3330 1IN

XMRP O.V,07 I N 
YNRP 0.0009 -INZ-RP a,0000 IN 
SCALE 0.0034
DATA HIST, CODE *EZ*CMF 





















.5 0.0 -_ _ _ __ 







0. ______ ______ ______ _________IN 
REFL 1.3330 IN 
REFS 1.3330 IN
IRp p DO IN
 
ZMRp D.900 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE *EI*CHF, SCALE 0.0034
 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAP HCR ORB. FIN INCREMENT 08SI (B30030) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 299 





















REFERENCE INFORMATIONPARAMETRIC VALUES REF 1 .3960 S oI N . 
0 .000 
REFL 1.3533 'IN 
REFS 1.3330 N
 
XMRF a .U70 IN 
YHRP ".00oJ IN 
SCALE 11.00000. 34 INZHRP 

DATA MIST. CODE -E.CHF 

M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORB. FIN INCREIENT OBSI C9300303 06 MAY 71 PAGE 300 




























































00 0.2 . .4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.0 2.0 2.2 2.4 
MACH NUMBER 
PfANAETRXC VALUES 	 REFEPENC INrO2MATION 
0.000 	 REFS 1.3960 S0. IN. 
REFL 1.3330 IN 
REFD 1.3330 IN 
XHRP - D.03fl. IN 
YNRP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRP '3.0000 IN 
SAE DD3
DATA HIM . CODE *EI*CNF 
MAB5-MSFC-S1C NAP H-CR ORB, FiN INCREMIENT OBS2 CR30050) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 302
 
____ 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- FIN LOAD, LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 




















-4.%. 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 I.Z 1.4 1.6 1.8 2,0 2.2 2.4 
•MACH NUMBER
 
PARAMET, IC-VALUE5 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.000 
 REFS 1,3960 S0.1". 
REFL 1:5330 IN 
REFS I .330 IN
XMRF 0 0370 IN 
-RP C.0000 IN
 
DATA MIST. CODE *EI*CMF SCALZ V.UU34
 
-m485-MSFC-SICNAR HCR ORB. FIN INCRENENT 08S2 CB30050] 06 MAY 71 PAGE 303
 
MSFC TEST 485, S.iC/NAR HCR ORBITER- FIN LOAD, LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 















- .0. 0 . 0 .4 0 .6 8 1 .0 1 .2 1 4 1 6 1 8 2 0 2 2 .4 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
*O REPS 1-3960 SQ. .I 
REFL 1.3330 IN 
REFS 1.3330 IN 
XHRP - 0 ' UZ7 IN 
YMRP ocr IN 
DATA MIST. CODE *EI*CMF SAE 3 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORB. FIN INCREMENI OBVD1 (B30070) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 304
 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- FIN LOAD, LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 




















RlIFB 1 .3330 IN.
 
XHRF - .UZ?U IN 
yMRF + 0 MICU IN, 
ZMRF a .DODD IN 
DATA MIST. CCDE *EI*CH F SCALE 0.0034
 
M485-MSFC SIC NAR HCR ORB. FIN INCREENT OBVDI (830070) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 305
 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- FIN LOAD, LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 


































XRP --. 0. 0- IN 
ZHRP a ."O 0, in 
SCALE 0 .0034
DATA MIST. CODE *r.I*CNF 
l485-MSFC-SlC NAP HCRORB. FlN INCREN;ENT OBV0l CB300703 06 MAY 74 AE 0
 





















PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.ou REFS 1.9 5 N
 
REFL 
 1 :33930 IN
 
REFB 1.3330 IN 
XHRF 




DATA MIST. CODE *E;*CHF SA 03
 
YRP 0..40 1
M485-MSFC-SC NAR HCR ORB. FIN INCREMENT OBV02 CB30090) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 307
 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- FIN LOAD, LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 















PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.000 	 REFS 1 3960 SO.IN. 
REFIL 1:,533 IN 
REFS 1o.3130 IN 
XMRP - 0.037 IN 
YNRP a Oou I, 
ZHRF I :)DOO IN 
DATA MIST. CODE *EI*CMF SCALE .0034
 
F8-SCSCNAR HCR ORB. FIN INCREMENT OBV02 CB3OO90] 06 MAY 71 PAGE 308
 
MSFC TEST 485,.S-1C/NAR HCR ORBITER- FIN LOAD, LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
 
















S 3° oEF 1333 
.2 .4 1.6 1.8 REF 2,0 1--53 2.2 2.4 
"4 1' 0. 2 0.4 6 .8 1.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
, . .3f .. a . IN.•~~~~XR t ,•• ., REFERENCE INFORIHATIONFARANETRIC VALUES 
REVS 1.390 S0.ZN,0.000 
REFL 1.3330 IN 
REVS i.3530 IN 
XMRF - Q.03?0 IN 
YmnP c.0000 IN 
ZNRP C0000 IN 
DATA HIST. CODE *EI*CKF SCALE 0.0034
 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAP HCR ORB. FIN INCREMENT OBV2 CB30090) 0 MAY 71 PAGE - 309 

























PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATIGN 
BETA 0.000 REFS 1.3960 $0.IN. 
REFL 1.3330 IN 
REFS 1.3330 IN 
XHRa- O.C37 , IN 
YHR , a._o O IN 
ZHRP 0.000 IN 
DA IST COD #E#GFSCALE 0034 
M485--mSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORB. FIN INCREMENT'GB CB301103 06 MAY 71 PAGE 310
 
























FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA a.000 REFS 1.a96v so.1". 
REFL 1 3533 INREFS 1:3330 IN 
-RF 0 .01Y F 1.3330 ININ 
ZMRF 0.00o IN 
DATA MIST. CODE *EI*CF SCALE J."34 
M485-YSFC-S1C NAR HCR ORB. FIN INCREMENT GB CR30110) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 311
 






U -. 5 
rz 
S 2.0 _______ _ 
S O. 
-2J 
-1.0 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
z 
-21.5 







.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8, 1.9 1.2 1.4 1.5 1.8 2.u Z.2 2.4 
"" MACH NUMBER
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
BETA 0.000 REFS 1.3960 SG.IN.
 










DATA MIST. CODE *EI*CF AE 0G3
 
M485-MSFC-SIC MAR HCR ORB. FIN INCREMENT GB (B30110) 06 MAY 71- PAGF 212 

















-1 2n -10 a 4 a a 2 4 6 a I a 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA.-DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.600 0.000 REFS 1.3960 S0.1N. 
9.900 REFL 1.3330 IN 
0 oD REFSXRF - 1.3330 0.0370 IN1 
1.1001.200 YHRPZMRF 0.0090O.0000 ININ 
1.960 DATA MIST- CODE ;EIc - SCALE J.0034 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORB. FIN INCREMENt OB CA30015) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 313
 
MSFC TEST 485, S-iC/NAR HCR ORBITER- FIN LOAD, LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 


























12 -10 - -6 -4 -2 a 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
PARAHETR.C VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACH REFS 1.39600.60 0.00D
.0,IN.
 
Og REFLS 1.3330 IN
 _ 5 ,
- .5 







1.960 DATA HST. CO *E CL4
 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAP HCR ORB. FIN INCREN;ENT 08 CA30015) 0-0 MAY 71 PAGE 314
 
MSFC TEST 485, 	S.-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- FIN LOAD, LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 
I *. r,-t- r[--i- r r r1 	 r ir---r----tr0 	 r 



















la a 4 -	 4-10 0 D 	 z 
SI'OE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MAC" PARAHETR;C VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATIONr 0.60 0 0.00 	 _ REFS 1,3_ Sa. IN, 
D.000 	 REFL 1 3330 IN
 
100REFS 
 1: 33, IN
 
XMR P p 0 .;37 IN 





1.960 DATA MIST. CODE *EI*Cm 	 SCALE U,0034
 
M485-MSFC-SlC NAR HCR ORB. FIN INCRENENT 0B CA300153 06 MAY 71 PAGE 315" 
_ _ __ 
__ _ _ _ _ _ 












-C~~XR 0. 037a__ _ z.O _ .__ __IN___ _ 
0.0R C.0000_ r___ _ 
l 0 .0 
SCALE__ 0.0034_
 
-0 2± -tD " - - - .. - 4 - . 2 2- 4. 6 _____1 8 
sSIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYM485L MACS. PARAETRC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIONDo6OO 0.000 REFS 1.5980 SO.IN. 
0.900 REEL 1.3330 IN2REFD I.S$30 IN 





1 .960 DATA MIST. CODE *EI*CM SCALE 0.0034 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORB. FIN INCREMENT 08 CA30015] " 06 MAY 71 PAGE 316
 
__ 


























0.1 	 a 4 2 0 2 
<I 
0.0 ___4	 SCAL 
_D. t~~--1 -- -- ------- ON 	 69 0
t
%18SA01)0 	 A 1 PG 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH FARANETVIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.600 0.000 	 REFS l.S960 30oIN.
0.00 	 RErL 1.3330 in 
REFS 1 3330 1 N 
1.000 
 XMRF 0:.. 70 IN
 
Igo0 yMRF 1.9000 IN
 
1o00zMRP !=0000 IN
0 . 960 ATA MIST. CODE EICHL
 
M8-rSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORB. FIN INCRE IENT 08O305BGMA 	 1 PG 1 












- 522 _-00 A 4 2 0 2 t 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .600 - oas REFS 113960 SQ.IN.
 
REFL 1,.3 0 IN
0.900 

00 0 oZ7_T _ 1 N1. XHRP 1 35330 IN0 100REFS 
Y°0RP a j o IN
 
1.201 ZRP ivoon IN
 
1.1.- DATA HlbT. COD SCALE
#EZ*CH ____4 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HER ORB. FIN INCREVENI 08 CA30015), 06 MAY 71 PAGE 31-8 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- FIN LOAD, LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
1.0 ,i......., ... , .... .. . . . . ... .... ...r1 .. . . . . .,. 
, ,. .. 
 J 















4.0 3.5 3.0 2.5 Z.O - 1.5 1.0 0.5 .0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.5 -1.0 -1.5 -2.0 -2.5 -3.0 -3.5-4.0 
INCREMENTAL YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT.' DCYN' CBODY AXIS)
 
SymfOL MAC" FARAHM IkCVALUES REFERENCE'INFORATION
D.600 0.000 REFS 1.3960 SO.I". 






R 1,1uo 1 20 O YHRp ZMR P .,0000 :,OOO IN IN 
r 1.960 DATA HIST. CODE *EI*CH CL 00 
485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORB. FIN INCREHENI 0O3 CA30015] 06 MAY 71 PAGE 319 
















.0 0.8 0.6 0;4 .2 0.0 0.0 00 . 0 0.0 -0.2 -D,4 -0.6 -0.0 -1. 
INCREMENTAL ROLLING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. DCBL . (BODY AXIS3
 
SYMOOL MAI" PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0OuGO a.do REFS 1.3960 50.1N. 
0:Goo REFL 1.5330D IN 
.00REFS 
 Io333C IN
 1O XHRP - 1 :0370 IN 
I 'aO y'RP 11.00 IN 
11:900 ZMRP 00000 IN
 
SCALE D.0034
1.960 DATA H XST. CODE *EI*CM 

M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORB. FIN INCREMENr oB CA30015] 09 MAY 7i PAGE 320
 





















-I- -4 a 4 6 -i 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
S1.SOL MACO PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOR' ATION 
0.900 0.000 REFS 1.3960 SQ. IN. 
1.4R O 







YRF 1.3300 IN 
SCALE 0.0C34
DATA HIST. CODE H*EI*CH
 
Y-485-MSFC-SIC NAP HCR ORB. FIN INCREhENT GB CA301151 0 MAY 71 PAGE 321
 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- FIN LOAD, LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 


















of 03.0 ____ 
u -1.0 4 z a 40 
-1.5 REF I 




YRF 5.0000 IN 
ZHRP ' 0000 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE M*EI# m03 SAE 




MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- FIN LOAD, LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL STABILITY































.SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 





RCFs 1 3999 
 " .IN.1:000 

I*aov REFL 1:3330 IN
 
F B 1 330 IN
 
0.000 0000 aMRF -- 0o0001.39  S'RGS IN ZN 
ZMRP 0.3330 IN
 
DATA NIST. CODE N*EI*CN SCALE 0 °0034 
M485-MSFC-SlC NAR-HCR ORB. FIN INCREMENT GB CA30115J 06 MAY 71 PAGE 323
 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- FIN LOAD, LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 
0.9 ____ ____ ___ ____ 
<F 








-0.5-2 - _ 8 - 6 - 4 _ a _ a 4 _ 8 10 _ _ 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARATIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
O .90 0.00 REFS 1.3960 SG. I N. 
1.000. REFL 1.3330 1N REFS -. 3"0 IN
 
1.200 
 XMRF 0.0379 1 N 
ZMRP 0 I.N 
DATA MIST. CODE H*EICN CL 00 
tl485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORB:"FIN INCRE;IENT GB CA301,15) 06 MAY 71 PACE 324 


























- G2 0 -4 .020 10 12 
DASOE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. QEGREES 

















ZMRF 12.12000 I 
DATA MIST. CODE MOEI4CM SCALE 0.0034 
MAS5-MSFC-SIC WAR HOP ORB. FiN INCREMENT' GB CA30115) OS MAY 71 PAGE 325 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- FIN LOAD, LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 
0.0 ____ _______ 
_





















1. -10 - 8 - 64 2n 2 2 4 6 a 1 D 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL- MACM PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
a 900 0.00o REFS 1,396 S0.jN.
 
REFL 1.3330 IN
 1 _000 
 20REF9 1.3330 IN
:.O 
 XMRP - 0.03 0 IN 
YHRP a Java IN 
ZHRP U . oov IN 
DATA MIST. CODE M*Ez;cH SCALE a ." 34 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORB..FIN INCREMENT GB CA30115) 06 MAY 71 PAGE .326
 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- FIN LOAD, LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 
0.4 









- 4' " .5 3.0 2 5 20 1.S 1.0 .5 0.0 0.0 0.0 -. -1.5 -2.5 0 5 4 0 .0' -0.5 0 -2.0 -. -3 
INCREMENTAL YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ODCYN CBODY AXIS)
 









0 -0.0.73.ZoJ XHRP 1:3330 1IN 
YMRF 'Dfooo I N 
ZMRF O. 000 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE M*EI*CM CL 00 
M485-MSFC-SIC INAR HCR ORB. FIN INCREMENT G8 CA30115) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 327 













-1.0 O.a 0.6 0.4 3.2 D'a 0.0 0.0 -D.Z -0.4 -. ° -0.0 -1.0 
INCREMENTAL ROLLING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. DCBL , (BODY .AXIS)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.900 0.000 	 REFS 1.3960 SG.JN.
 
1.000 	 REFL 1.3330 IN
REFS 1.5330 IN 
1.200 	 XNRP - : a I' 
YHRP 0 0000 IN 
ZMRF J.0000 " IN
 
DATA MIST. CODE M*EI*CH 	 SCALE u.0034 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORB. FIN INCREMENI GB CA30115) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 328
 







f -. 08 





w -. 26 
-

. .4 0.6 9.0 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 $.a 2.0 2.2 2.4 
MACH NUMBER
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INF09MATION
 
0.000 	 REFS 1 3960 S0.1m.
 




:2 2o N 
YHRP 0 , vo IN 
IHRP 1.000 IN 
SAE .0,3 
XjKP - 70 

DATA MIST. CODE *EI*CM 

M485-MSFC-SlC NAR HCR ORB. FlN INCREMENT 0B CA30015) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 329 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- FIN LOAD, LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 
o0 _""_____._ 	 ____.-__ 





-. 0 0 0.2 0.0.12 






PARAMETRiC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 




REFS 1 3330 IN
 
X0Re a 0,370 IN 
YMRF , ovo in 
ZMRP 0 0000 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE *EI*CM 	 CL .,3 
M4B5-MSFC-SlC-NAR HCR ORB. FIN INCREMENT OB CA30015) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 33d 














20. O.Z 0.4 0.6 0.8 L.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 l.a 2.0 2.2 2.4 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0,000 REPS 1.3960 SQIN. 
REFL 1.3330 IN 
REFS 1 3330 IN 
XHRP 0_ 03 70 IN 
YMRFw -0__ 0 U009 U.0000 1 , IN 
DATA MIST. CODE *EI*Cm SCALE 0.0034 
Y485-MSFC-SIC NAR'HCR ORB. FIN INCREM4ENT 08 CA30OIS) 06 MAY 71 PAGE '331
 
_ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ _ 







fl -. 08 	













J .lS- _ _ _ 
LUJ 
" -. 2 
_
.LJ -. 20__ 	 _ _ 
-. 03 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 
MACH NUMBER
 
PARAMETUIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORHATION 
V.000 	 REFS 1.3960 SQ.IN. 
REFL 1.3330 IN 
REFS 1.3330 IN 
XNRP - 0.0370 IN
YNRP 0000 IN 
ZNRP ODDOO IN 
DATA MIST. CODE M*EI*CN SCALE 0.0034. 
M485-MSFC-SlC NAR HCR ORB. FIN INCREENT GB CA30115) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 332
 













0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 I.Z 	 14 1.6 1.6 2.0 9.2 2.4 
MACH NUMBER
 
FARAMETZIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 






xLP - 0.0-70 IN 
-HRF U.090 IN
 
DATA MIST. CODE NEEIrCE SCALE 0,30R4M
 
v485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORB. FiN INCREIENT GB CA30I5) O MAY 71 PAGE 333
 
MSFC TEST 485, S-lC/NAR HCR ORBITER- FIN LOAD, LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL STABILITY
 













PARAHETR!C VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 




•REFB 	 1 .333 I,0.~IRF000 	 RV .90 SIN. 
XMRP - .0370 INXRP -_0370 IN
 
ZHRP 3.0000 IN 
SCALE 0.0034CATA MIST. CODE N4EI*CH 
M485-t-SFC-SIC NAR HCR ORB. FIN INCREMENT GB tA30115) OS MAY' 71 PAGE 334
 
3.0 
NSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- CHANGES DUE TO DEVICES, LONGITUDINAL STAB.
 




















_Z 2 -1 0 8 - 4 2 a a 2 4 6 a 1o 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK; ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYNOCL HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.90a 0.000 R FS 1.3960 $G.IN, 
I.Dpo REFL I. 3 IN 
S 1.2vo RgrB 1 :3333 IN 
XMRF 0 03-0 IN 
yHRP 0 coca IN 
DATA HIST. COE *EI*A*CH SCALE 0. OD34 
M485-IMSFC-SIC NAP HCR ORB. SPLRCSI)INCREMENTOBF CA30043) O6 MAY 71 PAGE 335
 













- 2 -10 - 6 -4 -2 0 0 D 2 4 6 8 111 $2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETR:C VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.90 0 0 .000 REFS 1 .3960 $ O -IN, 
L.000 	 REFL 1.3330 IN 
REFS 1.3330 IN1.200 RMRF - 0370 1N 
YHR , , Ouo IN 
ZMRP ',O00DO in 
DATA MIST. CODE *EI*A*CH SCALE 0.0034
 
M,485-MSFC-S.IC NAR HCR ORB.'SPLR(S,1]IN0REMENTOBF CA30043) .06 MY 71 PAGE 336
 
LI 























AT H T C EACHSCALE 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS t 390 So.I N. 
1, 330 I 
REFS I-. 33V I . 
XRP a 0579? 1 " 
YMRP 0,000D 1 
0 0034 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORB. SPLRCSl)I,;4CREMENTOBF CA30043) 0G MAY 71 PAGE 337 

























-1- -10 -- 6-- a a a 2 4 6 8 to 19 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH0.90 PARAMETRIC VALUES 0.000 REFERENCE INFORMATIONREFS 1.3960 SQ.IN. 










ZMRP ".aovu I N 
DATA HZST. CODE *EI*A*CH SCALE 0:0034 
V/485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORB. SPLRCSI]IPCRENENT,OBF CA300433 0G MAY 71 PAGE' 338
 

















­ a°46 0 1 
m 
j 2. 0 




T A K OE R E
 0OF34H, 

DATA MIST. CODE 
 4EI*A4C
M485-MSFC-SIC HNAP "HCRORB. SPLRCSI)INCREMENTOBF CA30043) 06 MAY O O 571 C L PAGE 339 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- CHANGES DUE TO DEVICES, LONGITUDINAL STAB.
 
















-"10 a "6 42 0 0 0 -4 -6 - 81; 
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MSFC TEST 485o s-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- CHANGES DUE TO DEVICES, LONGITUDINAL STAB.
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MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- CHANGES DUE TO DEVICES, LONGITUDINAL STAB.
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MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- CHANGES DUE TO DEVICES, LONGITUDINAL STAB.
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M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORB. VTXCVD23INCREMENTOBF CA30025) 
 06 MAY 71 PAGE 391
 
12 
















-0 02 -" .. -8" -6 -- 4 " Z" 2 0 - 2 "4 5 	 010 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 








1,000 	 XMRF - :.0370 IN
 
1.100 	 IHRP 0 90" IN 
. 2 0 0 Z H R P 0 . D o o " I N
 
1.96a DATA MIST. CQDE *EI*C 
 SCALE u.,134
 
M485-MSFC-SlC NAR HCR'ORB. VTX(VD2)IN'CREMENT,0BF CA30025) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 392 











zI ___------,___ 	 _----- -_ .__._ ,.__ -.-. ___ 
Li. 0.0 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 	 _ _ _ __ _ _ _ ___ 
42 -	 - -I 
u00 1I 0 	 SCALE J.0034 
.2 1 a 6 4 -2 	 2 4 6 a 
SIDE SLJIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFCQMATION 
0.600 	 ALPHA 0.070 REFS 1.3960 SG.IN.
 
0.POREFL 1.3330 IN
0. 	 REFS 1 3330 IN 
1.000 	 XMIP 0.0371. in
 





.960 DATA MIST. CODE *El c 	 SAE JO3 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORB. VTXCV02]INCREMENT,OBF [A30025) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 393 
-- - - -
____ 















a -10 6 -4 4 6 10 1 z-.
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL 8ACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
REFS 1.3960 SG.ON.
0.60 ALFHA 0.070 

0.900 REFL 1.3330 IN0.900 
 REFS 1.3330 IN
 
l.DUO XNRF 0 .0370 IN 




SCALE 0.00341.960 DATA HNS. CODE EIC 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORB. VTXCVD2)INCREMENT.OBF CA30025) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 394
 
















. . . .I, . .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. .. . .... .. . .. . . . .I . .. . .I. . ... 
-t0 3.5 3.0 2.5 2,a 1.5 1.0 0.5' 0;0 0.0 0.0 0.0 U.0 0.0 -0.5 -1.0 -1.5 -2.0 -2.5 -3.0 -3.5-4.0 
INCREMENTAL YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, DCYN (BODY AXIS)
 
SYMBOL MAC" PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
D.D LHA 00DREFS 
 1.3960 SQ.IN.

6v APH 007 
 REFL 1 3330 IN
 
L0-REFB I 3c IN0 
1 XMRp - 0U70 IN 
I*00.YHRF 6.0000 IN1000. ZRP J.0000 IN
 
1 -. CALE 0 03
 
X/l85-MSrC-SIC FAR HCR ORB. VTX(VD2JINCREMENT,OBF CA30025] 06 MAY 71 PAGE 395 




















0 0. 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.2 -. 4 -0.6 -0. -1.0 
INCREMENTAL ROLLING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. DCBL • (BODY AXIS)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.600 ALPHA U-070 REPS 1.3960 SO LN.
 
0.90a REFL 1.3330 IN
 
1,000 REPOXJRP - 10:03703 3  IN
  
1.100 YHRF 0.,aou IN
 
1.200 ZMRF D 0000 in
 
SC4LE 0031.960 DATA MIST. CODE *EI*C 

M485-MSF-C-8lC NAR HCR ORB. VTX[VG2)INCREMENT.OBP CA300251 0G MAY 71 PAGE 396
 































12 -10 - -6 -4 0 2 4 6 8 10 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.9va0.000 REFS 1.3960 SQ.IN. 
REFL 1.3330 IN 







YmRP" 00o0g0 IN 
ZHRP 0.0000 IN 
DATA HIST. CODE *EI*A*CH SCALE J.0034 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORB. SPLRCS3)INCREMENT.OBF (A30135) OG MAY 71 PAGE 387
 





























. 20 REFS 1 330 1 
-1 -10 
I" 
- -6 .4 -2 0 2 4 3. 6 n _ 0__0370_8 10 Iff_ 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
SYMBOLS MAC0.000 S PARAMETRIC VALUES0.000 - REFERENCE INFOR9ATIONREPS 1.3900 S0.IN. 
1.000 REFL 1.330 IN 
O; .aoo REFS 1.3330 IN 
• ZHRP 1.O000 

M48-MSC-SC 06OMAY 71 PAGE 388
AR CR RB.SPR(S)INRENNTOBF(A313 

I 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- CHANGES DUE TO DEVICES, LAT.-DIR. STABILITY
 




























SCALE U.0034DATA HIST. CODE *EI*A*CM 

M485-MSFC-SIC %JAR HCR ORB. SPLRCS3)INCREMENT,OBF CA30135) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 399
 







4.N0.0 0.0 RF°.36 






DATA MIST, CODE *EI#A4CM 

M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORB. SPLRES3)1NCREMENT,OBF [A30135) 06 MAY 71' PAGE 400
 




















-1 , 0 , 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.900 0.000 REFS 1.3960 SG.IN. 
1.000 
 REFL 1.3330 IN 
REFS 1,3330 IN
1.200 X0RP - _379 IN 
YHRP 0 . auc IN 
ZMRP 1 0000 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE *EI*A*CM CL UO3 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORB. SPLR(S3]INCREMENTOBF CA30135) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 401
 
_ _ _ _ 

















-25 -10 -6 4 -4 6 1 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.9000DO REFS .1.3960 SQIN. 
1.D EFL 1o3330 IN
 lo..0 REFB 1:333s IN 




Z-R3 .. _00O IN
 
DATA HIST. CODE *EI*A*CH SAE 003 
,485-MSFCS1C NAR HCR ORB. SPLRCS3)INCREMENTOBF CA30135) 06"MAY 71 PAGE 402
 















*- .2---------------------------*G O, DO --- 10--5--. -5-30-. -+ 
-0.0 
04. 0 3.5 3.0 2.5 2.0 1.5 1.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.$ rI. -1.5 -2.0 -2.5 -3.0 -a.5 -. D~ 
INCREMENTAL YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, OCYN (BODY AXIS)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
13.90D 0.00 REFS 1.3960 SG.IN. 
$.Doc R5FL 1.3330 IN$EFS 1.5330 IN 
S -. 0 XIMRP -. 0.0370 IN 
YMRP 0.0090 IN 
ZMRP i1ov30 INSCALE l'%0034
EI*A*CNCODEDATA H1ST. 
1M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORB. SPLR(S3JINCREMENTOBF CA30135) O MAY 71 PAGE 403
 
____ 













-. 0 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.0 0.0 .° -0.2 -0.4 -a.6 -0.8 -1.0
 
INCREMENTAL ROLLING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. OCBL . (BODY AXIS]
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAHETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.900 0.000 	 REFS 1.3950 sa.zN. 
1.0 	 EFL 1 3330 IN 
R1ao'EFS 1:333, 1 N;.200 




ZMRP 0 0000 IN
 
DATA MIST. CODE *EI#A*CM ¢b 0
 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORB. SPLRCS3)IPCREMENTOBF CA30135) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 404
 









1.0 _______ _ 
o 
Ii 



































•MR f ,* . t 




M8-SCSCN PAHRMORB. VALS l)~CEF'.B REFEREN5CAY71PAE 4NFR05IO 





















PARAMETNIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 








XRP - _0.03 IN 
YMRF I U000 IN 
ZMRP :0000 1 N 
DATA MIST. CODE *EI*A*CN 
 SCALE 0.0034
 
M485-MSFC-SlC NAR HCR ORB. SPLRCSI)hNCREMENTCBF [A30043) 06 	MAY 71 PAGE 406
 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- CHANGES DUE TO DEVICES, LONGITUDINAL STAB.
 






















1.0 1.2 1.4 
. ,* 
1.6 1.8 2.0 Z.2 Z.4 
MACH NUMBER 
PARAMETKIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORNATION 
0.0.0 REFS 1. 90 SO.N. 
REFL 1.3530 iN 
REFS 1.3s IN 
XHF - 0.0sr) IN 
MIP C . 0000 N 
ZHEP r. IN0 0 0 0 
SCALE 0.0054 
DATA HIST. CODE *EI*A*CM 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORB. SPLRCS2)INCREMENTOBF CA30063) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 407 












z 	 I 
u 
z 
-. 0 0.2 0.4 D.6 0.8 11.0 1.Z 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 Z.2 2.4 
MACH NUMBER
 
PARAHETP.IC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
U.000 	 REFS 1.3960 SQ.IN. 
REFL 1°3330 IN 
REFS 1:3aao IN 
XNRP - a0070 IN 
YHRP COvOO IN 
ZM'F r .0000 1N 
DATA MIST. CODE *EX*A*CM 
 SCALE 0.0034
 
P'485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORB. SPLRCS2)I:4CREMENT,OBF CA30063) O6 MAY 71 PAGE 408 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- CHANGES DUE TO DEVICES. LONGITUDINAL STAB
 
II_It _ _ 
_ _ _ 
_ _ _ -1_ 









Z.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.0 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.0 1.0 2.0 2.2 2.4 
MACH NUMBER -
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.OO REFS 1.3960 0.1n. 




0. uj0 1ININ 
YHRP .00o0 IN 
ZMRP 0.0000 IN 
CATA MIST. CODE *EI*A*CN SCALE 0.0034 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORB. VTXCVDIINCREME-NT.OBF CA30083) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 409
 














22 .0. 0-4 0.6___ 0.8___ 1. 12 .4_16 ._. 
z H____ CODE _____ SCALE J.0034 
wS -M HCR ORB. 0M ______ PC 4-- ______ 7 
C)
Z 
aMR _ _ _ _ __ 1: 07V I 
I­
R1.1. 30 I 
5 o __ RP___- D__7_ I 
-
AENCPAEPASMF-SCNRHRMERCVLU S INR NT REFE003]0GINO 10TO
 























AEFL .30 IN 
REF5 J.333C IN 
XHR vD.J37C IN 
yHRP r,. 0 IN1 
ZHRP 0.0000 IN 
DATA IST. CODE EI A C M 
$ALE 0.0034 
M485-MSFC-SlC MAR HCR ORB. VTXCVD2)!NCREMENTOBF CA301031 06,MAY 71 PAGE 411
 













-. 0 0.2 04 0.6 0.6 1.0 1.2 1.4 4t.6 i's 2.0 2.2 2.4 
MACH NUMBER 
PA+RAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
00 REFS 1.3960 SO, IN. 
REFL 1.3330 IN 
REFS 1.3339
XHRu -a __.37, 
IN 
YNRP 0 .000 IN 
ZMRP I .000 IN 
DATA MIST. CODE *EI*A*CM CL D3 
M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORB. VTXCVD2)INCREMENT,OBF CA30103) ,06 MAY 71 PACE 412
 















-1.0~~EF_______ -1_____ IN__ 
REFS I,3330 IN 
XMRF 0.037 I 
YHRP P.auj IN 
ZY9. p'uoo0 IN 
DATA MIST, CODE *EI*C SCALE 0.0034 
V,485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORB. VTX(V02)I:NtREMENTOBF (A30203) 06 MAY 71 PAGE 413 











-- - -_____ ____ 
zIA-




FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 

























M485-MSFC-SIC NAR HCR ORB. VTXCVD2)1NCREMENTOBF CA30203) 06 MAN 71 PAGE 414 





-0.5 _ 	 _ _ _ 
- 0.0
 
-j -. 5 ____ ____
 





DAT%CO  1-	 CAE00 
MACH NUrIEER 
PARAflETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE rNF R.4ATION 
0.000 	 RrFs I.3C¢0 so.:;N. 
REFL 1.3530 IN 
REFS .,3530 IN 
XNRr - 0o0570 tN 
YNRF 0.0000 IN 
ZNRP 0.0000 IN 
DATA Nib?. COOE *EV.A*CH SCALE 0034 
MA85-rSEC-S!C NAR HCR orw. SPLRCS3)INCREMENTOBF CA301333 06 MAY 71 PAGE 415 
MSFC TEST 485, S-IC/NAR HCR ORBITER- CHANGES DUE TO OEVICES, LONGITUDINAL STAB.
 
LJ 8i 








.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0. 0 ~.2 14 1. 8 2.0 .2 2.4 
MACH NUMBER-
PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFOR4A TIO
 
0.000 	 REFS I.39Ec, Sd.IN. 
REFL I1,330 IN 
REFB 1 350 IN 
XmRP - 3.03?0 IN 
YHHF 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP 0.00DOD IN 
DATA MI1ST, CODE *EI*A*CN SCALE 0.2034
 
M425-MSFC-SlC NAP HCR ORB. SPLR(S3)INCREMENT.OBR CA30133) 06 MAY -71 PAGE 416
 
